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Irrtroducción
En el debate polÍtico-económico actual, hay una corriente de opinión bas-

tante generalizada que considera que las desfavorables tendencias demográfi-
cas que están sufriendo casi todos los países industrializados están afectando
de manera negativa a la financiación de Ios sistemas de Seguridad Social. El
argumento utilizado es el siguiente, en Ia mayoría de estos países Ios sistemas
de Seguridad Social se financian a través de un sistema de reparto (Pay As
You Go), es decir, las pensiones de los jubilados se pagan con las contribu-
ciones de los trabajadores, y por tanto un envejecimiento de Ia población
estarÍa empeorando dicha financiación al reducir el ratio entre jubilados y
trabajadores, el llamado ratio de dependencia.

Sin embargo, este envejecimiento de la población no debería ser consider-
ado como un problema de financiación, sino más bien como un problema de
índole político (Cremer and Pestieau [2000]). Los gobiernos únicamente ten-
drían que alterar algunos de los parámetros claves del sistema de Seguridad
Social, el nivel de contribuciones, las pensiones yf o la edad de jubilación,
para seguir manteniendo el equilibrio presupuestario.

De hecho, en casi todos los países de la OECD ya se están preparando
reformas en sus sistemas de pensiones para mantener la viabilidad de las
mismas. Éstas son básicamente: O bien extender la duración de la vida
laboral, o bien variar alguno de los dos parámetros del sistema de Seguridad
Social, un incremento en los niveles de contribución de los trabajadores o una
reducción en las pensiones de los retirados. De hecho, en la mayoría de estos
países lo que se va a llevar a cabo es una combinación de estas medidas, así,
las dos principales alternativas, aumentar las tasas contributivas o reducir
las pensiones irán acompañadas de retrasos en la edad de jubilación, lo que
permitirá mitigar en parte tanto el aumento de las tasas como Ia reducción
en las pensiones.

La fórmula con la cual se pretende incrementar Ia duración del periodo
laboral en la mayoría de los paises es simplemente elevar Ia edad legal de
jubilación, (por ejemplo, en Estados Unidos, Japón, Nueva Zelanda o ltalia).
Puesto que, comúnmente, los individuos tienen que abandonar el mercado
laboral, o al menos sus actuales empleos para poder percib_ir sus pensiones
de jubilación (por ejemplo Portugal o España. Ver Boldrin et al. 11997] para
el caso español), existen fuertes incentivos para retirarse después de esta edad
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standard de jubilación. Así, la edad media de retiro en Ia práctica totalidad
de los países industrializados está rmry próxima a dicha edad legal (cuando
existe la posíbílidad de acceder a una jubilación anticipada con ciertos ajustes
en las pensiones recibidas, la edad media de retiro suele encontrarse entre
esta edad en la cual se puede acceder a las pensiones por primera vez y la
edad legal standard de jubilación. Ver Blondal y Scarpetta [1998] o Samwick

[1ee8]).
Debido a estas reformas, la edad legal de jubilación se ha convertido en

una importante variable de política económica (así por ejemplo en Suiza, en
1998, se celebró un referendum en el cual se aprobó un retraso de dos años
en la edad legal de jubilación para las mujeres dentro del sistema público de
pensiones de 62 a 64, ver Btitler [2002]).

De acuerdo con todo lo expuesto con anterioridad, Ia intención de esta
tesis es analizar el impacto de estas reformas en los sistemas de Seguridad
Social sobre la edad legal de jubilación. Mas, puesto que varios países in-
dustrializados tienen sistemas públicos de pensiones sin flexibilidad en dicha
edad de jubilación (Disne¡ [1996]), y además, en muchos estudios empÍricos
(Gruber y Wise, [1997] o Blondal y Scarpetta [1998] entre otros)s e ha de-
mostrado que existe una fuerte relación entre la salida del mercado laboral
y la edad a partir de Ia cual se tiene acceso a las pensiones de retiro, en
aras de simplificar los desarrollos matemáticos de los modelos presentados y
poder obtener resultados concretos, en este análisis la edad dejubilación será
definida como una edad obligatoria, es decir, será la edad a partir de la cual
Ios individuos deberán abandonar el mercado laboral.

Con respecto a la literatura relacionada con estas cuestiones, existen var-
ios artículos que analizan los efectos teóricos de la implantación de un sistema
de Seguridad Social sobre la decisión de retirarse (Craw{ord y Lilien, [1981];
Burbidge y Robb, [1980]; o Sheshinsky, [1978]). Sin embargo, todos estos
modelos se centraron en Ia edad óptima de retiro individual.

En Ios modelos de polÍtica económica relacionados con Ia Seguridad So-
cial, la edad legal de jubilación ha sido siempre considerada como un parámetro
exógeno que los agentes simplemente lo aceptaban como dado. En estos
artículos los procesos de votación determinaban generalmente el nivel im-
positivo y de esta forma el tamaño de los programas públicos de pensiones
(Breyer, [199a]; o Marquardt y Peters, [1998]).

Únicamente en un contexto distinto fue analizada la edad obligatoria de
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jubilación con anterioridad. Así, E. Lazear [1979] justificó el uso del retiro
obligatorio en los contratos laborales, argumentando que dicha edad de retiro
obligatorio se elige para que corresponda con la fecha de retiro voluntario. En
definitiva, no existen artículos previos donde se analizen de manera teórica
los efectos de las reformas de la Seguridad Social sobre la edad óptima de
jubilación obligatoria.

En el primer capítulo, veremos un proceso de votación sobre la edad de
jubilación obligatoria. De esta forma, determinaremos cual va a ser la edad
óptima de jubilación para los agentes en función de su edad y de su nivel
salarial. Mostraremos como la composición de Ia población afectará a la
edad de jubilación implementada.

Para ello, consideraremos una distribución continua de agentes en edades
y salarios. Esto nos permitirá estudiar el comportamiento de los individ-
uos con respecto a Ia edad de jubilación no sólo en función de su riqueza,
sino ademiís en función de la edad que tiene cada uno en el momento de la
votación.

La población jubilada, teniendo en cuenta que ya no podrá reincorpo-
rarse al mercado laboral, se comportará como un grupo homogéneo y siem-
pre preferirá la edad de jubilación más elevada posible. En relación con Ia
población trabajadora, veremos que las edades óptimas de jubilación serán
crecientes con respecto a los niveles salariales, es decir, cuanto m¿ás dinero
perciban, mayor será su edad óptima de jubilación. En relación con la influ-
encia de la edad en la decisión del individuo, obtendremos que cuanto mayor
es la edad del trabajador, más cercana estará su edad óptima de jubilación
a la existente en el momento de Ia votación (a la que denominaremos edad
de jubilación del "statu quo").

EI modelo también nos permitirá mostrar el papel crucial que juegan
Ios ya retirados en Ia edad de jubilación resultante de Ia votación. Este
resultado está en la línea de artÍculos anteriores que analizan el "excesivo"
poder político de la población retirada (Grossman y Helpman, [19g8]; or
Mulligan y Sala i Martin, [1999]).

Una vez que Ia nueva edad de jubilación haya sido determinada, pasare-
mos a analizar su estabilidad. En otras palabras, verificaremos si dicha edad
elegida obtendría el mismo apoyo popuiar en futuras elecciones. Llegaremos
a la conclusión de que existe una edad estable de jubilación, la cual una vez
alcanzada se mantendrá indefinidamente.

10
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Por último, estudiaremos la relación entre Ia edad de jubilación implemen-
tada y el nivel de redistribución del sistema de Seguridad Social. Veremos
que cuando el nivel salarial del votante mediano es inferior al salario medio,
un sistema más redistributivo conducirá a una superior edad de jubilación.

En el segundo capítulo queremos analizar como Ia edad óptima de jubi-
lación se ve afectada por el envejecimiento de la población. En este siguiente
modelo, los agentes se diferenciarán sólo en su salario, es decir, serán ho-
mogéneos en edad.

La principal causa de este envejecimiento de Ia población, a pesar del
considerable avance alcanzado en la longevidad, es la reducción de la tasa de
natalidad. De hecho, su importancia será incluso mayor cuando la generación
del baby-boom alcance su edad de jubilación alrededor de la tercera década
del presente siglo (Weizsácker [t990]). Por ello, nos centraremos exclusiva-
mente en los efectos sobre la edad óptima de jubilación derivados de cambios
en la tasa de natalidad.

Dependiendo de la reacción política, el envejecimiento de la población
afectará a la tasa contributiva o a la pensión de jubilación. Esto es, los
efectos demográficos de una reducción de la tasa de natalidad podrán llevar,
vÍa cambios en el ratio de dependencia, a una menor pensión o a una mayor
contribución.

Así, cuando estudiemos la decisión óptima de jubilación obligatoria de
un individuo deberemos tener en cuenta el sistema de Seguridad Social al
que pertenece. Por consiguiente, en este segundo capÍtulo distinguiremos
dos economÍas diferenciadas sólo en sus sistemas públicos de pensiones.

En una de ellos las contribuciones serán constantes y por tanto el envejec-
imiento de la población reducirá las pensiones de los individuos. Definiremos
a éste como el sistema de Seguridad Social "tasa de contribución constante".
En el otro caso, ocurrirá justo lo contrario, debido al ratio de dependencia
el envejecimiento aumentará las contribuciones dejando constante las pen-
siones de los individuos. Por esta razón,llamaremos a éste como el sistema
de Seguridad Social "pensiones constantes". Al hacer esto, también veremos
el papel crucial que juega la propia edad de jubilación en el resultado fi-
nal, ya que observaremos como la edad obligatoria óptima de jubilación será
diferente dependiendo del parámetro afectado por dicha edad de jubilación.

Estudiaremos una economía en su estado estacionario con distintas tasa
de natalidad. Es decir, no analizaremos el período de transición desde un

11
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estado estacionario con una determinada tasa de natalidad a otro con otra
diferente.

Los resultados mostrarán que cuando un agente vive en una economía
con un sistema de "tasa de contribución constante", el envejecimiento de la
población reducirá la edad obligatoria óptima de jubilación. Sin embargo,
si el agente se encuentra en un sistema de "pensiones constantes" el mismo
envejecimiento de la población retrasará dicha edad ópima de jubilación.

Por otro lado, el envejecimiento de la población puede afectar a la dis-
tribución de renta de tal forma que aumente la desigualdad (Weizsácker

[1996]). Además, los ajustes polÍticos hechos para equilibrar el presupuesto de
la Seguridad Social pueden crear otros efectos demográficos indirectos sobre
la desigualdad que serán distintos en función del parámetro que se modifique.
Así, si los gobiernos se preocupasen de las desigualdades de renta, también
tendrían que diseñar los sistemas de pensiones desde una pempectiva redis-
tributiva.

Por esta tazón, también analizaremos como cambia Ia edad óptima de
jubilación cuando el gobierno altera los parámetros constantes de forma exG
gena. En otras palabras, estudiaremos los efectos derivados de cambios en los
niveles inter e intrageneracionales de redistribución de la Seguridad Social.
Gracias a la heterogeneidad en los salarios del modelo, las pensiones podrán
ser definidas para que tengan un cierto grado de redistribución.

Así, en el caso "tasa de contribución constante", analizaremos los efectos
sobre la edad de jubilación de cambios tanto en el parámetro de redistribución
entre generaciones, Ia propia tasa, como en el parámetro de redistribución
dentro de una misma generación, el grado redistributivo de las pensiones.
Y con respecto al caso "pensiones constantes", analizaremos el efecto de
cambios en las propias pensiones, redistribución intergeneracional, y de nuevo
el grado redistributivo de las mismas, redistribución intrageneracional.

El resultado será de nuevo diferente dependiendo del parámetro afectado
por la edad obligatoria de jubilación. Si bajo un sistema, dicha edad óptima
aumenta, bajo el otro se reducirá.

Este segundo capítulo sugiere que aquellos paÍses que tengan intención
de retrasar la edad de jubilación, deberÍan aplicar las reformas necesarias
para obtener el equilibrio presupuestario sobre los niveles de contribución,
vía ratio de dependencia, en lugar de sobre las pensiones.

T2
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En el último capítulo, compararemos el sistema de jubilación obligatoria
con otra medida que también está siendo propuesta para lograr incrementar
Ios años de trabajo.

En algunos países se está implementando una mayor flexibilidad en las
Ieyes que determinan la edad de jubilación (por ejemplo, en Alemania, Italia
o Suecia). Se está argumentando que esta mayor flexibilidad retrasará la
decisión de retiro de los individuos y por tanto se reducirá el actual problema
financiero.

Pero para que esta medida surta efecto, debe ir acompañada por una adi-
cional, como es el tratar de conseguir una reducción en el impuesto implÍcito
derivado de retrasar el retiro. Este impuesto implÍcito se define como la
contribución adicional menos el incremento neto en la pensión que genera el
retrasar la edad de retiro. Cuando los costes sean superiores a las ganancias,
Io cual es lo habitual, el sistema público de pensiones estará implÍcitamente
imponiendo un impuesto a prolongar el trabajo.

Este impuesto estará estrechamente ligado a la relación existente entre las
contribuciones realizadas por un individuo a lo largo de su vida y Ia pensión
que recibirá durante su jubilación. Cuanto mayor sea esta relación, menor
será el impuesto implícito.

En este capÍtulo, por tanto, analizaremos bajo que reglas de retiro, o bien
permitiendo flexibilidad en Ia decisión de jubilarse o por el contrario con
una única edad obligatoria de jubilación para todos, el sistema de Seguridad
Social obtendrá unos mayores beneficios. Además, a través de un análisis de
bienestar en el que estudiaremos el nivel de utilidad de cada individuo en
cada uno de los dos sistemas de pensiones, veremos que parte de la población
se encuentra mejor en cada sistema.

Desarrollaremos dos posibles escenarios. En ambos casos la pensión de los
jubilados estará formada por los mismos componentes. Estará compuesta por
una parte relacionada con las ganancias del individuo durante su vida laboral
y por otra parte que será común a todos los retirados, una parte uniforme.
Consideraremos que la parte relativa a las ganancias se establecerá de forma
endógena, lo que afectará a la edad de retiro de los individuos, puesto que el
nivel redistributivo de las pensiones quedará fijado a través de esta decisión,
y dicho nivel es el que determina la relación entre las contribuciones totales
del indiüduo y su pensión. Es decir, en función del tamaño de la parte de la
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pensión relativa a las ganancias individuales, los incentivos a retirarse serán
distintos.

En el primer escenario, el individuo podrá retirarse cuando quiera. Aque-
llos que adelanten su retiro recibirán en consecuencia una menor pensión, y
aquellos que por su parte prefieran prolongar su vida laboral, recibirán una
mayor pensión de jubilación. Dichas pensiones serán pagadas únicamente
después de abandonar la vida laboral. Llamaremos a éste, el sistema de
pensiones con "flexibilidad total".

Con respecto a la literatura previa, existen pocos artículos que hayan
tratado conjuntamente temas de elección social relativos a los sistema de
pensiones y retiro endógeno. En tales casos (Cassamatta et al. [2001] y Cre-
mer et al. [2002]) se ha analizado, con distintas especificaciones, la relación
entre el retiro flexible y el nivel óptimo de contribuciones.

En el segundo escenario, habrá una edad obligatoria de jubilación para to-
dos los individuos obtenida a través de un proceso de votación. Las pensiones
también se cobrarán después de dicha edad. A este escenario lo denominare-
mos sistema de pensiones con "retiro obligatorio".

Los resultados obtenidos en este capítulo mostrarán los distintos incen-
tivos a jubilarse existentes dentro de cada sistema de retiro. Así, los desin-
centivos a trabajar serán decrecientes con respecto a la parte de la pensión
relativa a las ganancias en el caso de retiro flexible, pero serán crecientes
en el caso de jubilación obligatoria para aquellos salarios inferiores al salario
medio, en este caso nos referimos al efecto del tamaño de la parte relativa a
las ganancias individuales sobre la edad óptima de jubilación obligatoria de
cada individuo. En otras palabras, un sistema mrís redistributivo, entendida
como redistribución de ricos a pobres, podría implicar un adelanto en las
edades de retiro con un sistema flexible, y sin embargo, con una jubilación
obligatoria elegida a través de una votación, esta mayor redistribución podría
incrementar el periodo laboral al retrasar la edad de jubilación implementada.

Los diferentes incentivos implicarán que, para cualquier salario, la edad
de retiro óptima indiüdual en el sistema flexible será inferior a Ia edad obli-
gatoria de jubilación óptima en el otro sistema. Este resultado sugiere que es
posible que individuos que preferirían seguir trabajando m¿ís allá de la edad
de jubilación en un sistema obligatorio, si se transformase el sistema en uno
que permitiera el retiro voluntario, podrían ahora retirarse incluso antes que
esa edad de jubilación.
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También mostraremos que en un sistema de pensiones en el cual la parte
relativa a las ganancias se obtiene endógenamente a partir de un proceso
de votación, cuando dicho sistema tiene una edad obligatoria de jubilación,

común para todos los individuos, y el salario mediano se encuentra por de-
bajo del salario medio, la pensión obtenida será totalmente uniforme. Sin
embargo, debido a los diferentes incentivos a retirarse que genera cada sis-
tema, si el sistema permitiera el retiro voluntario podríamos obtener casos
en los cuales las pensiones tendrían una parte relativa a las ganancias estric-
tamente positiva. Visto de otra forma, una mayor flexibilidad en las reglas
de retiro podría reforzar la relación entre las contribuciones pagadas por un
individuo y su pensión, lo que reduciría el impuesto Ímplicito del sistema de
pensiones y de esta forma los incentivos a anticipar el retiro.

En relación al análisis de bienestar, hay que destacar la importancia que
en el resultado final del mismo tiene el tamaño del sistema de pensiones
asociado a cada forma de retiro, entendiendo por tamaño del sistema a la
cantidad total de dinero recaudada. Si un cambio de un sistema obligatorio
a uno flexible no reduce dicho tamaño, entonces la mayoría de Ia población
mejorará su nivel de bienestar. Más aún, si dicho cambio no conlleva a su vez
un incremento en Ia parte relativa a las ganancias de la pensión, entonces Ia
mejora se producirá en la totalidad de la población. Ahora bien, si dicha parte
fuese aumentada, podría ocurrir que trabajadores con salarios bajos tuvieran
un mayor nivel de bienestar con un sistema de jubilación obligatoria, ya que a
pesar de recaudarse menos en términos globales, sus pensiones serían mayores
dado que dicho sistema está asociado a una pensión totalmente uniforme.

Cuanto mayor sea la dispersión salarial y menor sean Ios niveles contribu-
tivos más probable será que Ia recaudación total del sistema de pensiones
sea mayor con un sistema de retiro flexible. En cualquier caso, este análi
sis mostrará que no siempre una mayor flexibilidad en las reglas de retiro
garantizará un sistema de pensiones más fuerte.

Pero, incluso cuando el sistema de Seguridad Social recaude más dinero
con una jubilación obligatoria, veremos que la desutilidad procedente de este
retiro obligatorio podría implicar que una mayoría de la población, una coali-
ción formada por los trabajadores más pobres y más ricos, tenga un mayor
bienestar con retiro flexible, pese a percibir una menor pensión de jubilación.

En resumen, si la dispersión en las decisiones de retiro, derivada a su
vez de la dispersión salarial, es lo suficientemente grande, Ia mayorÍa de
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la población saldría ganando con un cambio que llevara de un sistema de
jubilación obligatoria a uno que permita el retiro voluntario.
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Introduction
Nowadays, it is considered that the unfavorable demographic trends that

are suffering almost every industrialized countries is affecting negatively on
the viability of the Social Security systems. The reason is that in most of
the developed countries these systems are financed through a Pay-As-You-
Go scheme, that is, the pension benefits of the retirees are financed by the
contributions of the workers, and therefore a population aging would worse
the ratio between retirees and workers, the well-known dependency ratio.

However, this population aging, it is not a financial problem, but a po-
litical one (Cremer and Pestieau [2000]). The governments just wouid have
to alter some of the key parameters of the Social Security system, that is,
the mandatory retirement age, the contribution tax rate and/or the pension
benefits rate, in order to balance the budget.

In fact, most of OECD are already preparing reforms in their Social Se-
curity schemes in order to maintain the viability of the pension systems. The
reforms to balance the system are basically: Either to extend the working
life cycle, or to vary any of the two pension parameters, i.e., to increase the
contribution rate or to reduce the pension benefits. Some countries are also
preparing a combination of measures, that is, an increase in the working years
that allows a softer change either in the contribution rate or in the pension
benefits rate.

The way to achieve an increase in the working period that is being pro-
posed in most of these countries is to raise the standard retirement age (e.g.
in United States, New Zealand, Japan or ltaly). Since, commonl¡ the indi-
viduals have to leave the labor force or at least to leave their current jobs, for
being a,llowed to receive their pensions (e.g. Portugal or Spain. See Boldrin
et al. [1997] for the Spanish case), there exists strong incentives to stop
working a.fter this standard entitlement age. Thus, the average retirement
age of most of the OECD countries is very close to this standard retirement
age (when there exists a possibility to an early access to the pension benefits
with some adjustment in the value of the retirement benefits, the average
retirement age is usually found between this age at which pensions can be
accessed and the standard retirement age. See Blondal and Scarpetta [1998]
or Samwick [1998]).

For that reason, not only this standard retirement age has become an
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important variable in political economy, for instance, in Switzerland in 1998
there was a referendum on a single issue, in which the voters approved of
a delay of two years in the female retirement age within the public pension
from 62 to 64 (Butler, 2002), but also the relation of the retirement age
with respect to the rest of parameters of the Social Security is currently an
importarrt issue too.

Accordingly to all the previous, the aim of this thesis is to analyze the
impact of these reforms of the Social Security systems on the standard re-
tirement age. But, since not only most of the industrialized countries have
a Social Security Program without flexibility in pensionable age (Disney,
[1996]), but besides in many empirical studies (Gruber and Wise, [1997] or
Blondal and Scarpetta [1998]) it has been shown that there exists a strong
relation between the departure from the labor force and the age at which
benefits are available, for the sake of simplicity, in this analysis the retire-
ment age will be considered as a mandatory one, that is, the age at which
people will have to leave the labor force.

With respect to the related literature, there exist some articles that an-
alyze the theoretical effects of the Social Security System on the retirement
decision (Crawford and Lilien, 1981; Burbidge and Robb,1980; or Sheshinsky,
1978). But these ones focus on the individual optimal retirement age.

In the models of political economy related to Social Securit¡ the manda-
tory retirement age has been always considered a,s an exogenously given pa-
rameter and people simply accept it. In these articles, the majority-voting
equilibrium is normally used to choose the tax level in order to determine
the size of the Social Security program (Breyer, 1994; or Marquardt and Pe-
ters, 1997). The mandatory retirement age has only been analyzed in other
contexts. So, E. Lazear (1979) offers an explanation of the use of mandatory
retirement in labor contracts, arguing that the date of mandatory retirement
is chosen to correspond to the date of voluntary retirement.

So, there are no previous papers analyzing the effects of the Social Secu-
rity reforms on the optimal mandatory retirement age.

In the first chapter, the precise goal is to analyze a majority voting process
on this mandatory retirement age. As such, we determine the optimal one
for agents with different ages and wages. We analyze the voting process and
deduce how the composition of the population determines the retirement age
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implemented. In other words, we observe the popular support underlying
each retirement proposal.

M/e will consider a continuous distribution of agents on ages and wages.
The interesting point here is to analyze how people behave with regard to
the retirement age, not only according to their different wage levels but also
to their different ages at the moment of voting. In the model we consider
two groups: retired people and workers. Both have to face an unexpected
voting process on retirement age.

Retired people will behave as a homogeneous group and will always prefer
the highest possible retirement age. With regard to the working population,
we show that the optimal retirement age increases with the wage level. Be-
sides, we observe that the older the workers are, the closer their optimal
retirement age is to the one preüously established ("status quo").

The crucial role that the retirees play in the final outcome of the voting
process will be shown. This result is in the line of previous papers that
explain the "excessive" political power of the retired population, (Grossman
and Helpman, 1998; or Mulligan and Sala i Martin, 1999).

Once the new mandatory retirement age has been determined through a
voting process, we analyze its robustness. In other words, we veri$' whether
the chosen age would have the same popular support in future elections. We
obtain that there exists a stable mandatory retirement age, that is, an age
that once it is reached, remains indefinitely.

In the analysis, we also study the relationship between the mandatory
retirement age and the redistributive level of the Social Security System. It
will be shown that, when the median voter's wage is iower than the mean,
the more redistributive the Social Security is, the higher the mandatory re-
tirement age will be.

In the second chapter we want to analyze how the optimal mandatory
retirement decision of an individual is affected by the aging of the population.
Now, the individuals will only differ on wage.

The causes of this aging are the advance reached on longevity and mainly
the decrease in the birth rate. Indeed, the importance of this birth reduction
will even be bigger when the baby-boom generation enters retirement on the
third decade of this century (Weizsácker [1990]). So, we will only focus on
changes in the birth rate.
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Depending on the policy reaction, the demographic effects of a decrease
in the birth rate, may lead, via changes in the dependency ratio, to a lower
pension benefits, or it may implies higher contribution rates.

So, when we study the optimal mandatory retirement decision of an in-
dividual, we have to take account for the Social Security System in which
he lives. Therefore, in this second chapter we will distinguish two economies
differentiated by its public pensions schemes.

In one of them the contribution rate will be constant, and therefore the
aging of the population will lead to decrease the pension benefits. We will call
this scheme as "constant contribution rate" Social Security System. In the
other case, it will occur the other way around, that is, due to the dependency-
ratio effect, the aging will lead to higher contribution rates, and it will be
the pension benefits rate the constant parameter. For that reason, we will
call this scheme as "constant pension benefits rate" Social Security System.
In doing so, we also want to highlight the crucial role that plays the own
retirement age in the final result, that is, the optimal mandatory retirement
decision will be different depending on the parameter that be affected by this
own mandatory age.

We shall study an economy in its steady-state with different birth rates.
That is, we do not analyze the transition period from an steady-state with a
determined birth rate to another steady-state with a different birth rate.

The results will show that when the agent lives in an economy wiih a
"constant contribution rate" system, the effects associated to an aging of
the population will lead to decrease the optimal mandatory retirement age.
However, when the agent is under a "constant pension benefits rate" system,
the same population aging will delay his optimal mandatory retirement age.

On the other hand, the population aging may also give rise to indirect
demographic effects on the income distribution. The policy adjustments
made just in order to balance the budget may lead to different changes in
the inequality (Weizsácker [1996]), depending on the modified parameter. So,
if governments take care of income inequalities, they will also have to design
the pension schemes from a redistributive point of view.

For that reason, we will also analyze how it changes the optimal manda-
tory retirement age if the government alters the constant parameters ex-
ogenously. In other words, through static comparative, we will study the
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effects derived from changes in the intra-generational a"nd inter-generational
redistribution levels of the Social Security.

The results will again be opposite depending on the parameter that be
affected by the mandatory retirement age. If under one system the changes
raise the optimal mandatory retirement age, under the other system this one
will be reduced.

The analysis will suggest that countries having intention to delay the
mandatory retirement age should apply the reforms just to balance the bud-
get on the contribution rate, increasing it, and not on the pension benefits.

As a natural extension of this second chapter, an interesting issue would
be to extend the model to a more generalized one in which people would also
be differentiated on age. With such a scheme, it would be possible to analyze
the effect of the population aging on the political power of the retired people
in the voting process on the mandatory retirement age. Assuming that all
the retirees would support the highest retirement age option, we could find
societies where a population aging could reduce the optimal age of all the
workers, the "constant contribution rate" case, but however, the implemented
one could be delayed, due to this bigger aged people's political power.

In the last chapter, we compare the mandatory retirement scheme with
another measure that is being proposed to achieve an increase in the working
years.

Some countries are implementing a greater flexibility in the Social Secu-
rity's retirement rules (e.g. Germany, Italy and Sweden). It is argued that
this higher flexibility will delay the retirement decision of the individuals and
therefore, it will reduce the financial problem of the Social Security.

This measure will also be joined to the objective of diminishing the im-
plicit tax of postponing retirement. This implicit tax is defined as the addi-
tional contribution the agent has to pay minus the net increment in his pen-
sion derived from delaying retirement. When the costs are higher than the
gains, the pension system is implicitly taxing to prolong the working period.
This implicit tax is closeiy related to the link between life-time contributions
and pension benefits. The stronger this link, the smaller the implicit tax on
postponing retirement.

Therefore, this previous measure will have a better result as long as it
wiil be accompanied by an stronger relation between life-time contributions
and retirement benefits.
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So, in this chapter we will ana)yze not only under which retirement rules,
with flexibility in the retirement decision or with mandatory retirement, the
Social Security system will have greater revenues but also which percentage
of the population prefers each retirement scheme. In doing so, we will study
the welfare level of every individual under each pension system.

We will consider two different settings. The pension formula will be
the same for the two scenarios. It will be composed by a earning-related
part and by a flat one, the same for all individuals. We will consider that
this earning-related part of the retirement benefits will be endogenously de-
termined, which it will affect to the retirement decisions since this intra-
generation redistribution level will determine the relation between life-time
contributions and retirement benefits.

In the fi,rst setting, the individual wiII have total flexibility on the retire-
ment decision. Those retiring early will receive a Iower pension, while those
retiring later will have a greater pension. The pension benefits will be paid
out only after leaving the labor force. This scheme will be called the 'total

flexibility' pension system.

In the second one, there will be a mandatory retirement age for all indi-
viduals elected through a majority voting process. The pension benefits will
be collected after this mandatory retirement age. We will denominate it the
'mandatory retirement' scheme.

With respect to the first scheme, there exists few papers dealing with
flexible retirement age and social choice. Two of them (Cassamatta et al.

[2001] and Cremer et al. [2002]) analyze, with different settings, the relation
between endogenous retirement age and the optimal payroll tax rate.

The results will show that there are different incentives to retirement
embodied in each retirement scheme. So, the disincentives to work will be
decreasing with the earning-related part of the pension benefits in the flex-
ible scheme but increasing in the mandatory one, for wages lower than the
mean one. That is, a more redistributive pension system would imply an
earlier retirement ages with flexible retirement, but with a mandatory retire-
ment scheme, this higher redistribution could increase the working period by
delaying the mandatory retirement age.

Moreover, the optimal individual retirement age in the flexible scheme
will be lower than the optimal mandatory one for any wage level due to
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this different incentives. This result suggests that it is possible that people
that would like to work beyond the mandatory retirement age under the
mandatory scheme, if the pension system would let flexible retirement, they
would retire even earlier than the previous mandatory retirement age.

When the earning-related part of the pension is endogenously determined
through a voting process, we will see that if the median wage is lower than
the mean one, the mandatory scheme will lead to a totally uniform pension
benefits. However, due to the different incentives of retirement, under a
flexible one, it will be possible a positive earning-related pension part. In
other words, a greater flexibility in the retirement rules might enforce the
link between life-time contributions and the pension benefits which would
reduce the implicit tax of postponing retirement.

With respect to the welfare analysis, a key point will be the size of the
pension system related to each retirement scheme. If a shift from a manda-
tory scheme to a flexible one does not reduce this size, then a majority of the
population will have a greater welfare under the flexible scheme. Moreover,
if the shift does not provoke an increase in the earning-related pension part,
then the welfare will be bigger for the entire population. But if the earning-
related part is augmented with the shift, workers with low wages might have
a higher welfare with the mandatory scheme, because in spite of the size
of the pension system will be bigger with flexible retirement, their pension
benefits will be greater under the mandatory scheme due to the retirement
benefits will be totally uniform.

Although a more disperse wage distribution or a lower tax rate means that
it is more likely that the size of the pension system be greater with the flexible
scheme, not always a bigger flexibility on retirement rules will guarantee a
stronger Social Security system. But, even when the size of the pension
system is bigger with the mandatory scheme, the disutility proceeding from
the mandatory retirement could imply that a majority of the population, a
coalition formed by the workers with low wage and the highest wage workers,
had a higher welfare with flexible retirement.

In summary, if the retirement dispersion of an economy, derived from the
wage dispersion, is big enough, the majority of the population will be better
with a shift from a mandatorv retirement scheme to a flexible one.
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Chapter 1. Political Election on Re-
tirement Age

1.1. Introduction
Nowadays, some industrialized countries are modifying their mandatory

retirement age in order to solve the problem of financing of the Social Secu-
rity System. For that reason the retirement age has become an important
variable in political economy. In Switzerland, for instance, in 1998 there was
a referendum on a single issue, in which the voters approved of a delay of
two years in the female retirement age within the public pension from 62 to
64 (Btitler, 2002).

The literature on political economy of public pensions provide us with
many articles that analyze the theoretical effects of the Social Security Sys-
tem on the individual retirement decision (Crawford and Lilien, 1981; Bur-
bidge and Robb,1980; or Sheshinsky, 1978). More recentl¡ Casamatta et
aI. (2001) and Conde-Ruiz and Galasso (2000) have dealt with retirement
behavior in a political economy context in which there is a voting process on
the tax level and the retirement decision is endogenous.

However, in most of the models of political economy related to Social
Security in which majority voting equilibrium is applied, the mandatory re-
tirement age is always considered as an exogenously given parameter and
people simply accept it. In these articles, the majority-voting equilibrium
is used to choose the tax level in order to determine the size of the Social
Security program (Breyer, 1994; or Marquardt and Peters, L997)

Here, the chosen variable is different. The precise aim of this paper is to
analyze a majority voting process on the mandatory retirement age. As such,
we determine the optimal one for agents with different ages and wages. We
analyze the voting process and deduce how the composition of the population
determines the retirement age implemented. In other words, we observe the
popular support underlying each retirement proposal.

We consider a continuous distribution of agents on ages and wages. The
interesting point here is to analyze how people behave with regard to the
retirement age, not only according to their different wage levels but also to
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their different ages at the moment of voting. In the model we consider two
groups: retired people and workers. Both have to face an unexpected voting
process on retirement age.

Retired people will behave as a homogeneous group and will always prefer
the highest possible retirement age. With regard to the working population,
we show that the optimal retirement age increases with the wage level. Be.
sides, we observe that the older the workers are, the closer their optimal
retirement age is to the one previously established ("status quo").

The crucial role that the retirees play in the final outcome of the voting
process will be shown. This result is in the line of previous papers that
explain the "excessive" political power of the retired population, (Grossman
and Helpman, 1998; or Mulligan and Sala i Martin, 1999).

Once the new mandatory retirement age has been determined through a
voting process, we analyze its robustness. In other words, we verify whether
the chosen age would have the same popular support in future elections. We
obtain that there exists a stable mandatory retirement age, that is, an age
that once it is reached, remains indefinitely.

In the analysis, we also study the relationship between the mandatory
retirement age and the redistributive Ievel of the Social Security System. It
will be shown that, when the median voter's wage is lower than the mean,
the more redistributive the Social Security is, the higher the mandatory re-
tirement age will be.

This chapter is organized as follows: the model is described in the next
section; the third one derives the majority voting process; the fourth focuses
on the robustness of the chosen retirement age; and the fifth concludes. Some
proofs and examples are provided in the Appendix.

7.2. The model
We consider an economy in a continuous time framework. We assume

a constant population where the agents are continuously and uniformly dis-
tributed by age, with no uncertainty about the lengths of their lives. Each
individual lives for exactly ? years. During the first "R years the individual
will be a full-time worker, whereas, during the following 7 - .R years the
individual will be retired. The agents are continuously distributed on wages,
from a minimum to a maximum wage Ievel,lw*,w¡a).
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People face an unexpected voting process on the retirement age at an

arbitrary moment of time ú ) 0, so they cannot anticipate it. The elected

retirement age is believed by everybody to remain valid indefinitely.

It is necessary to define an status quo that determines the behavior of
people during the years previous to the moment of voting. The Social Secu-
rity Program is a balanced budget "pay as you go" system (PAYG), defined
by a intra-generational redistribution degree and a tax Ievel (4, r) , which

will be defined later, and a status quo retirement age, R"q.

The utility function of the agents over their life-cycle is simila¡ to that

of Crawford and Lilien, (1981), Robb and Burbidge (1980) , or Sheshinsky
(1978) . These individuals have a stationary and temporally independent util-

ity function, which is separable and strictly increasing in consumption and

leisure. 
'We 

assume that leisure yields utility to the individual only when

he has retired. Therefore, the only way utility coming from Ieisure can be
varied is by changing the retirement age. The pension benefits are received

only after they stop working. The instantaneous utility function is, therefore,
as follows

u ("1,9 ' )  :  r (c i )  +a (e ' )  (1)

where cl is the consumption per unit of time ú of agent z. The utility of
consumption is twice differentiable with ú ) 0, u" < 0. Let 0t be the leisure
per unit of time ü, equal for all agents, the utility of leisure being u (ef ) : 9,
in their working years and o (g'^) : u, in their retirement years. Besides,
we assume that the elasticity of the marginal utility of consumption with
respect to the consumptioÍt p, : -al'(c) lu'(") is non-increasing and less
than one.l

Let ó, r be the subjective rate of time preference and the market rate of
interest, respectively. Let w € f.^,w¡albe the constant wage of an individual
over time. Let r € [0,1] be the payroll tax rate that finances the pension
benefits. Let p be a constant stream of pension benefits per unit of time,
that people would get when they have retired. The individual of wage tr's
problem can therefore be written as

lThis is the well-known coefficient of relative risk aversion.
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For the sake of simplicity, we assume that savings earn no interest and
that individuals do not discount the future, so both discount rates are zero
(6 : r : 0) . This parity of the two discount rates implies that each individual
will set a constant consumption per unit of time. Thus, the utility of an
individual can be reduced to

R'e T
f  ^ .  f

| " 
("r) 

"-6'dt 
+ | [" (r,) + , (0r)] e-6'dt (2)

J J
0 Rss

T R s C T
t ' f r
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J J J
0 0 R s q

U (c,0) : Tu (c) + (," - R'q) a

" 
: 

+(R"qw(l 
- 

") + g - R"n)p) .

p(w) : 
#n"nr[(r 

- o) o * rru)

(4)

where

We assume that the Social Security system redistributes not only inter-
generations but also intra-generations. Therefore, in a PAYG scheme, the
pension benefits p(Tr.') will be defined as follows

(o.t

(6)

Ro I (T - .R"c) being the well-known dependency ratio and [(t - o) o I aw]

a linear combination of the mean wage ,@, and the individual's wage, ur. Let

a be the redistribution degree of the Social Security system, a e [0, 1] , with

a : 0 meaning full redistribution, and a : 1, meaning actuarially fairness.

It is easy to verify that the budget is instantaneously balanced in this

system. In other words, the total tax contribution of the workers is equal to

the total benefits paid to the retired.
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At the moment of voting on the retirement age, the agents will have
different amounts of accumulated wealth, T(a,tu), depending on their ages,

a, their wages, u.r and the current Social Security Program. The accumulated
wealth function is given by the total income earned minus total consumption

up to the instant at which the voting process takes place.

At that instant t, therefore, the agents will be differentiated not only by
age and wage, but also by accumulated wealth. To study the voting process,

we divide population into two groups. On one side, the retired people, older
than the current mandatory retirement age, o, > ft"q. On the other side,
working people, either younger than or at the compulsory retirement age,
a ( R"q. We then analyze the optimal retirement age of all the agents,
retired and working. Let R* (o, -) be the optimal retirement age of an agent
of age a and wage tll.

L.z.t. Retired people

Agents older than the status quo retirement age will be retired from the
Iabor market. It is assumed that they will not come back to this market even
though the chosen retirement age were higher than their present ages. The
utility function of a retired person of age a is defined as

U (c ,a)  :  (T -  a)  (u(c)  + a) (8)

where

, : =)- (r - a) p + r(a,w)) (9)
- l ' -  a  "

p being the constant pension benefits per unit of time that this individual
receives, and zr-(a,'u)t he accumulated wealth of the individual at that mo-
ment.2

The pension benefits depend positively on .8. Since we assume that re-

tired people do not return to the labor market whatever the result of the

2The formulas of pension and wealth are very extensive and not necessary for the
analysis. The only important thing is that pension depends positively on retirement age.

r (a ,w) : ' [ - ( r - " )  - *o* t  (1  -  r * r ( ( r -o) -+ ' . . , )1 ]  (z )
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voting process, they will always prefer a retirement age as high as possible.
The higher the retirement age is, the higher the pension, the consumption
and the utility will be. For this reason, retired people will always vote for
the highest retirement age eligible.3

I.2.2. Working people

We focus on the optimal compulsory retirement age of a worker of age a
and wage u, R* (o,.). Let R be the new mandatory retirement age. The
indirect utility function of this worker is given by

U  (R ;a ,w ) :

Q - " ) ( u ( c )+u )  f i ( a

(T  -  
" ) u ( c )  

+  (T  -  R )u  R ) -  a

(10)

(  * ( ( " - a )P+ t (a ,w ) )  f i (¿
where c: (

| .  * ( ( f t -  a )u (L - r )+ (T  -  R )p * r (a ,u ) )  R ] -  a
(11)

where r is the tax Ievel on wage, r(a,ut) the agent's accumulated wealth
defined bV (7) and p the pension benefits, which depend on r and o.a From
the PAYG system, we derive the pension benefits. These are defined as
follows

3If R"q + g - @) < T, the retired agent will be indifferent to the retirement ages within
this interval (R"q * (T - 

"), 
?) . In spite of this, we assume that he will always choose the

highest proposal retirement age.
aWe must distinguish between two differents parts in the utility function according to

whether R is lower or higher than the age of individual, a.

When R ( a, his income will only be his pension, given that he is retired. However,
when rR ) a,he will earn a wage during his remaining working Iife and the pension benefits
during his retirement.

On the other hand, whenever R ( a, the utility of leisure will remain the same, regardless
of thevalueof .R. However,whenever R2a, if Rchanges,thentheleisureyears, (?-R),
change and so does the utility.
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R
P:r- r rw

- a)o * aw. We can therefore rewrite the indirect
and (11) as

(" - 
") 

(u (#ÉrW * f;tr(a,ta)) + u)
R (a

(T  -  
" ) " ( * , ( ( f t -  

a )w (L - r )  +  R rW * r (a , t r l ) ) )  +  Q  -  R )u

,rur"'"

Proposition 1.1. Let a < .R"c. The utili,ty functi,on U (R;a,w) i,s si,ngle-
peaked in R. Moreouer, R* (a,u) 2 a.

Proof. From the first and second derivatives of the utilitv function of an
individual of age ¿ and v/age ?r, we derive:

^oy_.  \  (  f ,  -  a) rw(" ' ( " )  #  +u"  ( " ) rwé" i  R (  a
a'uo I-an, : 

l
|  ¿ " " ( " ) ( . ( 1  - " )  + r ( ( 1  - , , ) o *aw) )2  R2a

(  15)

From (14) we observe that for ,R e [0, a], the function is strictly increasing
with respect to the retirement age. Flom (15) we observe that for R e fa,Tl,
the utility function is strictly concave. Therefore, the utility function of each
individual will have a unique optimum either on the age of the individual,

(r2)

utilitywhere W : (l
function in (10)

t
U (R;a, . )  :  f

t
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R* (o,w) : a or to the right of his age, R* (o,w) > a. As such, we can deduce
that preferences are single-peaked on retirement age.5 Q.E.D.

We now can obtain the optimal mandatory retirement age of an individ-
ual of age a and wage ur. Due to the single-peakedness of the preferences,

the median voter theorem can be applied. The next step is to study the
retirement decision of this median voter. To do so, we analyze the sign of

0R.l)a and 0R f 0w.

L.2.2.1. Heterogeneity on ages

Let us now focus on individuals with the same wage level but with differ-
ent ages.

P ropos i t i onL .2 .  Le ta  <a<  P ts .  I iG>  a then lR* (á , . ) - ,R "s l  <

| f t .  ( o ,  u )  -  Re1 .
The older an ind,i,uidual i,s, the closer his opti,mal ret'irement age wi,ll be to
that of the status quo.

Proof. From Proposition 1.1, the optimal retirement age of each indi-
vidual is always higher than or equal to his own age, .R* (o,*) 2 a. Two
different possibilities therefore arise:

- S4iren R* (o, w) > a.We calculate 0R* (o, r) /8o,. From the F.O.C. of
the utility function (13), using the implicit function theorem and after some
simplifications we obtain

0R.  (a,u)  _
0a

R q  -  R  ( a , u )

T-a
(16)

If the optimal retirement age is higher (less) than that of the status quo,
R (o,w) > R'o (ft* (o, 'u) < f i"q), then 0-R* (o,.) l0o < 0 (> 0).u

- When R* (o, w) : ¿. It is easy to verify that increases in ¿ leads to
increases in the optimal retirement age, -R* (o,.) (recall Proposition 2.1.).

Q.E.D
sO*n u,ge may be the optimal retirement age, although at R: a the function is not

derivable.
6If for a given wage level tu, R" (a,u) : ft"e, then the optimal retirement age of all the

workers with that given wage tu will be the same.
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Therefore, increases in a takes R* (o,T.r.t) closer to R"q. From this propo-

sition it can be deduced that all the individuals in the same wage level will

consider their optimal retirement ages either higher or lower than .R"q. In

other words, if an individual of wage u.r has his .R* (o,-) < R"c then any

other individual, with the same wage but of a different age, ? , cannot have

his.R* (d,-)  > R"s.

In summary, individuals with the same wage level will have their optimal
retirement ages ordered with respect to age toward status quo retirement
age, R"q.

The underlying economic intuition is as follows. Since the agents had
planned his consumption regarding the previous retirement age, -R"q, his ac-

cumulated wealth will be related to this status quo situation, and so this
accumulated wealth wiII work like a magnet towards -R"q. Consequentl¡ the

older an individual is, the more weight his accumulated wealth will have, and
so his optimal R (o,u.') will be closer to -R'q.

1.2.2.2. Heterogeneity on wages

We now focus on the retirement decision of agents of the same age but
with different wage levels.

Proposition 1.3. Let a { R's. If R (o,w) > a then 0R* (o,-) l)w > 0.

Proof. From the F.O.C. of the maximization problem of the utility
function (13), the implicit function theorem and after some simplifications
we obtain

AR. (a,w) _ * [1 - r (1 - s)] [u'(c) (1 - p,) l

0w (,rrl (1 - r) + rW)'u" (c) f;

This equation is strictly positive since the elasticity of marginal utility p, is
less than one. Q.E.D.

Thus, when .R* (o,.) ) a, the optimal retirement age for agents of the
same age will be increasing with their wage levels.T

TThis result underlines the crucial role of the coefficient of relative risk aversion value.
If p, were higher than one, we would obtain the opposite outcome, that is, the richer the
worker were, the earlier he would prefer to be retired.

(17)
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However, if. R* (a,w) : a it could be that 0R* (a,w) l}w : 0. There
would therefore be individuals with the same optimal retirement age in spite
of their different wages. We have seen that the utility function is composed
of two different parts, when -R ( a the utility function is increasing with
respect to the retirement age and when ,R 2 a ít is strictly concave. The
utility function is continuous in ¿ but it is not derivable. When the maximum
of the strictly concave part is to the left of ¿ then the real optimum of the
utility function is ,R* (4, w) : a. We have shown that this maximum is
increasing with respect to the wage. Therefore, we can find some maxima
related to different wages and the same age, all of which are lower than a.
This implies that the optimal retirement age for all of these wage levels is
the present age of the individuals, a.

The older the worker is, the more likely that his optimal retirement age
be equal to his age. In such cases it may be that increases in wage do not lead
to increases in the optimal retirement age for agents of the same age. The
reason for this is that the older the individual is, the more relative weight
his leisure has. ü/e could therefore find some age at which all agents might
have the same optimal mandatory retirement age.

1.3. Majority voting process

We now explain what would happen if the population could choose a
new mandatory retirement age in a democratic process through a pairwise
majority voting system. In such a process, R"q does not have to be one of
the two options. We first analyze the retired people's decision, the worker's
decision and the result of the voting process, and then test the robustness
and the stability of the chosen mandatory retirement age.

1.3.1. The retired people's choice

Given that they do not return to the labor market, to increase their pen-
sion benefits retired people will vote for the highest retirement age possible
in any voting process, independently of their incomes and ages.8

óThere may be elections in which some retired people will be indifferent to both to the
retirement ages proposed, In such cases, we a,ssume that they will always vote for the
highest one.
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We suppose that they are always less than fifty per cent of the population.
Thus, the median voter belongs to the working group analyzed below.

1.3.2. The worker's choice

We shall start by analyzing the individuals who have just entered to the
labor market. That is, agents of age a:0. Given that they do not have any
accumulated wealth, the optimal retirement age for these people is indepen-
dent of the previous status quo retirement age. Besides, since .R* (0, tu) > 0,
a continuous distribution of wages wiII be related to a continuous and mono-
tonically increasing distribution of optimal retirement ages,e

From the optimal retirement ages of the individuals of &g€ d, : 0 we derive
the optimal ones for the rest of the working population, depending on their
ages (see (16)), their wages (see (17)) and the previous retirement age, fi"q.
See figure 1.

From Proposition 1.2.,1t follows that the older an agent is, the closer to
.R"q his optimal retirement age will be. And from Proposition 1.3, it follows
that when R* (o,u) ) a, increases in wages lead to increases in the optimal
retirement age.

1.3.3. The elected retirement age

This democratic process will Iead us to a retirement age that will be a
Condorcet winner, which exists from the median voter theorem. Let -R" be
the mandatory retirement age chosen through this majority voting process
and which is considered by everybody to be indefinitely valid.

From now on, we shall call the optimal retirement age of each individual
peaks. For instance, Rq leaving more than fifby per cent of peaks below
means that more than fifty per cent of the population has its optimal retire-
ment age(s) lower than R"q. See figure 2.

L.3.4. Chosen retirement age and level of redistribu-
tron

One of the most interesting aspects of Social Security Programs is how
redistributive they are. In this section, we analyze how the redistribution

eWe assume a constant value o of the utility of leisure such that R* (0, u) > 0.
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Ievel of pension benefits affects the retirement age. To do so) we make a
comparative static exercise.

We first study how the optimal mandatory retirement age of each indi-
vidual is affected by the redistributive level of the S.S. system. Secondly, we
compare two S.S. systems with the same tax rate and status quo retirement
age, but with different degrees of redistribution, and then analyze the chosen
retirement age under each system.

With respect to the optimal mandatory retirement age, we derive the
following proposition.

Proposition L.4. Consider an agent wi,th a wage leuel of w < o (w > w).
The more redi,stributi,ue the Soci,al Security Sgstern'is, the hi,gher (lower) hi,s
opti,mal ret'irement age will be.

Proof. We need to find out the sign of 0R* (a,ut) l0a. From F.O.C. of
maximization problem (13), the implicit function theorem and after some
simplificatioffi) we obtain

Assuming that the coefficient of relative risk aversion, p,, is lower than the
unity, if r.r.' < w (w > o) then R* (o,w) l)a < 0 (> 0) . Q.E.D.

In short, we obtain ihat the redistribution ofthe S. S. system changes the
retirement decision of the individual. Concretel¡ if an individual has a wage
level lower than the mean, a more redistributive system leads to an increase
in his optimal retirement age. On the contrary, if an individual has a wage
level higher than the mean, the optimal retirement age decreases with the
redistribution.

Let us now to compare the effects of the redistribution on the chosen re-
tirement age through the analysis of two economies with the same tax level,
r, and status quo retirement age, -R"q but with different levels of redistribu-
tion (a1, a2). Let, Ri. be the chosen mandatory retirement age with a given
redistribution degree a¿.

Proposition L.5. Let a1 < az. If RZ, < (>)ft.(o, a) for all a, then RZ, >
(<) R'"r '

Proof 1.5: See Appendix.

0R* (a,u)  _  _
0a

(18)
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Therefore, a higher level of redistribution will lead to a higher chosen
retirement age, whenever the optimal retirement age for all individuals with
a mean wage is higher than the retirement age chosen. The underlying eco-
nomic intuition is that, given that the agents with optimal retirement ages
lower or equal to the one chosen will have wages lower than the mean, a
higher redistribution level will increase their wealth and, therefore, they will
raise their optimal retirement ages, leading to an increase in the retirement
age chosen.

This result is more likely the greater the difference between the mean
and the median wage is. Likewise, as retired people vote for the highest
retirement age possible, the more weight retired people have in the voting
process, the less likely it is that a higher degree of redistribution will lead to
a higher retirement age being chosen. This shows the crucial role that retired
people play in the final outcome of the voting process.

I.4 The robustness of the chosen retirement
age

Once a new mandatory retirement age, R', is chosen, it is interesting
to verify whether -R" would have the same popular support in other voting
process. Therefore, we assume that there will either be another unexpected
voting process, or that this process will happen at least ? years later. This
analysis allows us to observe how the retirement decision of the population
changes from the previous voting process, by changing the status quo from
R q  t o  R .

From now on we distinguish between two different elections. Let ü be the
instant when the first voting process takes place and ú * 1 the instant when
the following voting process takes place at least 7 years later.

The chosen retirement age in ú will become the status quo retirement age
in ú * 1, that is, Rf : Eilt.

Definition L.L. Ríq i,s steadg if Rí : R;c.

üIhen the retirement age chosen in the voting process coincides with that
of the status quo, Rfq, this age Rf will remain steady. This means that Riq
leaves already the fifty per cent of the peaks in each side. In the following
voting process, the status quo will be the same, Rilt : ry : -Rfq, and,
therefore, nothing changes. There will be the same percentage of retired
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people and workers and their preferences will be identical, so the results will
be repeated and so on. Consequently, the retirement age will be stable.

Proposition 1.6. Let Ri < R;n then Rl*1< ní[, = Rí.

Proof 1.6: See Appendix.

In words, Rf leaves fifty per cent of peaks to both sides in the first voting
process, but in the second one, Rf : RiL will leave more than or equal to
fifty per cent of peaks below it. Hence, from the first voting process to the
second one the number of the peaks below or equal to fif will never decrease.
Therefore, the elected retirement age in the second voting process, Rf*r, will
never be higher than r?ifr.

In the second part of the Appendix we show some examples where the
percentage ofpeaks below or equal to Rf increases in the next voting process,
in order to illustrate how the popular support for the retirement age chosen,
changes from one election to the next.

On the other hand, when Rí > R;0, the following voting process may
entail any possibility, i.e., $fi may leave more, Iess or equal to fifty per
cent of peaks below it.10 This is because when the status quo retirement age
increases from one voting process to the other, Rí|, : Rí > R;n, it generates
both positive and negative effects on the distribution of the peaks. .Rf*, may
therefore be higher, lower or equal to $Xr.tt

fn summary, the retirement age chosen in the first voting process could not
mantain its level of support in another. This demonstrates the importance of
the status quo retirement age, ¿se , in the process. On one hand, it determines
the composition of population, i.e., number of workers and retirees. On
the other hand, identical individuals under different R"q could have distinct
preferences regarding the retirement age.

1.4.7. The stable retirement age

The next step in our analysis is to verify whether a stable retirement age
can be obtained. We state it in the following proposition. Let R" be the
stable mandatory retirement age.

l0Although it is not possible to know whether fifa1 will be higher or lower than ,Rf[1,
one can easily show that, when Rí > Rín, the retirement age chosen in period t+L, Rl+',
will be higher than .Rfq.

IlIn the Appendix we explain these positive and negative effects in greater detail.
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Proposition L.7. G'iuen o, wage di,stributi,on and Social Securitg parameters,
(o,r), for any R'q 'is fulfilled, that for ang peri,od ¿ lim Rln : R. Bes'ides

R 'i,s un'ique.

Proof 1.7: See Appendix.

Hence, a .R" wili be reached, regardless of the initial status quo retirement
age. It is noteworthy to note that the stable retirement age may be achieved
in a finite number of periods.

1.4.L1. Stable retirement age and level of redistribution

Once again, we analyze the relationship between the level of redistribution
of the Social Security System and the stable retirement age.

Let Ri. be the stable retirement age with a determined redistribution a¿.
Let.R.(0,a)b e the optimal retirement age for an individual of age a:0
and a wage of u) : @.

Proposi t ion 1.8.  I f  o ,  <  a2 then ln ; ,  
-  R. (O,w) l  .  ln ; r - ,8 . (0,a)1.

The more red,i,stributi,ue a Soc'ial Seatri,ty System ís, the closer R wi,ll be to
R* (0 ,o ) .

Proof 1.8: See Appendix.

From this proposition we derive how the steady retirement age is affected
by the level of redistribution of the Social Security depending on the relation-
ship between the median voter's wage and the mean wage. Let wso be the
wage such that, .R*(a, wL) :.Ri. for any age a. Consequentl¡ this wage ur!.
will be the median voter's wage. If it is lower than the mean wage, wL 1a,
then a Social Security Program with a higher redistribution would lead to a
higher retirement age. Symmetrically, when tr.tl, ) @, d higher redistribution
would lead to a lower retirement age.

This analysis demonstrates the importance of retired people and the
weight they carry in the voting process. If retired people did not vote, the
median voter's wage would be the median wage. \Mhenever the median wage
is lower than mean wage, which is realistic, a S.S. Program with greater re-
distribution would therefore lead to a higher stable retirement age. But when
retired people participate in the voting process, this resuit does not always
hold. What is important here is not the relationship between the median
and the mean wage, but the relationship between the mean wage and the
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median voter's wage, which, when retired people are included, is no longer
the median wage. There could be cases, therefore, in which the median wage
would be lower than the mean wage, and yet the median voter's wage would
be higher than the mean. A higher redistribution would be therefore related
to a lower retirement age.

t.4.I.2. Steady retirement age and wage distribution

Finally, we give another example of the great importance of the retired
population in the choice of the mandatory retirement age. Let us compare
two societies with the same Social Security system (a, r) but with different
wage distributions: with the same mean wage but with different medians.
We consider a realistic situation by assuming that, in both cases, the median
wage is lower than the mean.

We study two different settings: one in which retired people are included
and another in which they are not.

In the case without retired people, the median voter is the worker with
the median wage. Thus, the society with the higher median wage will have a
median voter with a higher wage. Consequentl¡ from (17), this society will
also have a higher retirement age.

In the second case, ho\Mever, when retired people is included, the median
voter is no longer the agent with the median wage. Here, the median voter
has a wage level that is either higher or lower than the mean wage, but always
higher than the median wage.

If we suppose that in both societies the median voter's wage is higher
than the mean, the more egalitarian society could have a median voter's
wage.l2 In this case, from (17), the most egalitarian society will have a lower
mandatory retirement age.

Consequently, the presence of retired people might alter the relation be-
tween the median wages and the retirement age chosen. If the percentage
of retirees is large enough to raise the median voter's wage above the mean,
there could be situations in which the economy with a higher median wage
could have a lower mandatory retirement age.

l2A egalitarian society is one with less wage dispersion. That is, it has more people
receiving a wage that is close to the mean wage.
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1.5. Conclusions
In this study we have analyzed a voting process on the mandatory retire-

ment age. We studied the behavior of heterogeneous agents, by age and by

wage, with regard to their choice of the optimal retirement age. We have

shown that the optimal mandatory retirement age increases with the wage
level. The results also show that the older the workers are, the closer their

optimal retirement age wil be to the status quo age. The intuition behind
this is the increasing weight of wealth and leisure as people grow older.

We have proven that the retirement age chosen at a given moment could
not mantain the same popular support in future elections. It is indeed pos-

sible however to find a retirement age which leaves fifty per cent of the
population on either side indefinitely.

\Mhen we have seen how the level of redistribution of the S.S. system
affects the mandatory retirement age. The results clearly depend on the
position of the median voter's wage in relation to the mean one.

We have obtained that if the median voter's wage were larger (lower) than
the mean , the more redistributive Social Security System would have a lower
(higher) mandatory retirement age. With this scheme we have also shown
the crucial role of retired people in the majority voting process. Although a
median wage that is higher than mean is unlikely, the presence of the retired
people raises the median voter's wage and such a situation is indeed possible.

A natural extension ofthis study, for future researches, is to introduce the
problem of aging. With aging, the percentage of retired people will increase
and, therefore, the retirement age will Bo up, since the larger the percentage
of retired people, the higher the retirement age will be.

It would also be interesting to analyze how the arrival of immigrants
affects not only the Social Security budget but also the mandatory retirement
age.
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L.7. Appendix
L.7.I. Proofs of Propositions
I .7.I .1. Proposit ion 1.5.

.R[, leaves 50% of the peaks below. We have to prove that if RZ, <
ft|,(o, oo) for all a, a decrease in the redistribution leads to a lower retirement
age chosen. That is, with the new redistribution level d2, Reer will leave more
than 50% of the peaks belov¡ and, therefore, R'o, < R|r.

First step: Wb prove that, given that .R!, < Rlr(o,o) for all a, for any
pa i r (a , tu )  such tha t .R i , (o , . )  < f i i , , i f  a2 )o1  then  Rár (o ,? r )  <43 , .

If R;, < Rl, @,-) for all a, then for any pair (a, tu) such that -Ei,(a, to) (
R!r, from (17), the wage must be lower than the mean, w < @.

We divide the optimal retirement ages .R|, (o,.) g fii, into ft|, (a,w) : a
and R|, (a,w) > a.

For any pair (a,tu) such that .R!, 2 Rlr(o,w) : a, from Proposition 1.1,
i f  a2 > a1 then RLr@,u) : a.

For any pair (a,'u.') such that .R!, > ür(o,r) > a, from (18), if a2 ) a,1
then .Ri,(o,w) < Rá,@,*).

Therefore, given that RZ, < RLr@,o) for aIIa,if a2 ) a1, then fiir(a, tr) (
R!, for any pair (o, r) such that Rlr(o,t ) < R!,.T hat is, the percentage of
peaks below or equal to -r?!, does not decrease with a lower redistribution.

Second step: S/e prove that, given that -R!, q ft|, @,-) for all a, a lower
redistribution increases the optimal mandatory retirement ages below R!,.
We focus on R'or 2 Rlr(a,w) > a.

For any pair (a,ñ) such that,R),(o,ñ): RZ, > a, from (18), i f  o2) a1
then fii,(a,6) : RL,(o,ú) : Ri, if and only if (o >)ú > ñ.

For any pair (a,ñ) such that.Rir(a,ñ): RZr> a, from (17) we obtain
Rá,(o,u. ') >.R|,(o,,ñ) --.R!, for al l  u € (ñ,ú).

For any pair (a,6) such that R\r(a,ñ) : ft!, > o, from (17) we obtain
Rlr (o,w)  < R[" (a,ú) : .R! ,  for  a l l 'u . ,  €  (ú ,ú) .

Therefore, we show that there are agents with a wage of w e (ñ,6) such
that fti, (o,*) 7 R',, but Rir(a, u) < RLr. That is, the percentage of peaks
below or equal to Rl, will increase with a lower redistribution.
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In summar¡ given that the overall percentage of peaks below -R!, will be
more than 50% with a lower redistribution degree, RZ, < R!,. Analogouslg
if R'., 2 R*(a,o) for all a, then Rl" > fii,. Q.E.D.

L.7 .L.2. Proposition 1.6.

We want to verify whether when the status quo retirement age decreases
from one voting process to the other, nilt < Riq, the number of peaks below
or equal to Rl :.Ri[r never decreases.

We knov¡ that .R| (0, -) : Ri+r (0, rll) for any u e ltu,n,tr¡a], so any agent
with a : 0 and ft; (0,,u.') ( fiÍ will keep fil*, (0, tu) ( Rf : ftíft. From (16)
if an agent of age a : 0 has Rf*, (0,.) < Eil-, then a}l workers with the
same wage will have Ri*r(o,rl,,) ( ftifi. Therefore individuals with ¿ > 0
and Rf (r,.) < B; will also mantain fil+r @,*) ( EÍ : $11. Q.E.D.

1.7.1.3. Proposition 1.7.

Let ¡iiq be the percentage of peaks below Riq.

First step. Let Ri : Rl',i."., l"in : 50T0. From Definition 1.1. |f Riq : p;

then Rf : R".

Second step. Let Rí < Río.This implies that ¡riq > 50%. Besides Rf :

nil, < Biq implies that pi[, < piq.If .Ri (0, **) ] R;' > ftift, from (16)
and (17) there exists a wage level u.rfq € (-,n,trr¡¿] such that for any age
Ri @,wín) : ftiq. Therefore, ¡-t"rq is composed of people of age a € [0, R;q]
and with a wage w €. lw*,tüiq] and pifr will be composed of people of age c, €

fO,A#r] and a wage of us e lw^,'uffr] with tr.'if, being the wage such that
Rl*, (o,rifi) : Ri$r. Given that Rifl < Rín, from (17), if R;+1 (o',jlt) .
.Rf (0,Tlfq) then .í|t < urr"q. Hence, Fiít < Fin.

If ft; (0, **)< Riq but .Rf (0, wu)2 Ri = Rif,, then piq is composed
of people with age ¿ € [O,.Rfq] and wage ,rr,' € l.*,w¡al and pift will be
composed of people of age a e [0, ftift] and with a wage of u e lru*,wilr)
with toif, € (.*,tr',y¡] . Once again, pí1+, < pí0.

If .R} (0, .*) < ü = Rí|, < Rlo, piq is composed of people with an age
of a € [0, $o] a¡rd a wage of u € lw*,u.'¡¿] and pift will be composed of
people with an age of a e [0,.Ri[r] and a wage of tu € lw^,wu]. Given that
Ri[, < Rfq, again, pilt < pín.
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From Proposition 1.5, we have .R!*, ( ftifu, which implies that ¡fi!,2
50%. Therefore, whenever p,iq > 50% we have pín > pilt > ...> pí|":50To,
i.e., a bounded and decreasing monotonic sequence of. ¡lil* which converges,
what implies that -Bfq converges to .R". Moreover, since fifq converges to
R", a period ú/ can be found such that l$f * P:ol < é for any ó, which, by
continuit¡ implies that l¡fif - 50%l ( e for any s.

Third step. Let Ri > Rín.In this case ¡.llrq < 50%.If ry (0, ut*) > Rl =
ftil, > -Riq then p'rq : fült :0%. But F"Q :0% leads to R' > R"e, therefore,
in such cases "R"q will increase at least up to ry (0, u*) : Rí : Ríí, > R;n.

If R}(0,r^) ) Riq but R;(O,t¿-) ( Ri = $f,r, then there exists a
wage level wí|, e lw^,wu) such that fii (0,.í1) : Rf but from (16)
RJ*, (o, *i1) : Rift for anv age. In this case ¡rfq : 0% but ¡;if1 will be com-
posedof  peoplewi thanageof  ae fO, f t i f r ]  andawageof  t¿€ l * , " , r í1r1.
Hence, píL, > píq.

If ft; (0,rrl-) ( R;o < Ri = Rilt, then there exists a wage ievelTuiq e
[w^,wu) such that Ri @,-ío) : Riq. In this case pfq is composed of people
of age a e [0, r?iq] and a wage of u., € lr^,.ínl but pif , will be composed of
peopleof agea e 10,fii$1] andawageof u € 1.,",rílr]. Hence, pí1t> pín.

In summary, lf p"q : 07o then the status quo retirement age is increasing,
and with p'q > 0% we have just proven that ¡-r,if, > piq.Besides, -Rif, may
be higher, lower or equal to Rf*r, which implies that ¡;if1 may be higher,
Iower or equal to 50%. If pí\,2 50% we would revert to one of the previous
cases, L or 2. If piL < 50% the same reasoning can be applied, then one can
conclude that this sequence converges to 50%. Q.E.D.

I.7 .1.4. Proposition 1.8.

Let a1 I az. Let wi. be the wage such that R. (a, w'..) : RLu for all any
age. The percentage of peaks below .Ri, is composed of people with an age
of a € [O,ni,] and a wage of w € fw*,tuirl and the perc_entage of peaks
below .Ri, is composed of people with an age of a € L0,.Rirl and a wage of
u € lturr,ln""rl .

Let tr|, < ca. from (17) and (18) E-(0, wL) > R.(0,tui,) only if ,L, )
tul,. Given that .R.(0, t i,) : -Ri,a nd .R!,1 eaves fifty per cent of peaks below
it, .R*(0, u.'lr) being equal to fti, would have to leave fifty per cent of peaks
below it, but it would be composed of people with an age of a e 10, -Rir] and
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a wage of tu € l**,*Lr). That is, more than 50%. Therefore, in a society
with a2 ( a1 the stable retirement age must verify that ft!, : ft*(O, wá") <
R.(0, to],) : RLr.

Analogously, if u.r!, ) a then RL, > R;,. Q.E.D.

L.7.2. Examples

t.7.2.1. Changing the elected mandatory retirement age

Here we show two examples in which Rí < R;n, and where the percent-
age of peaks below or equal to Ri increases in period ¿ + 1, i.e., examples
where.R"*, will be lower than ,Rifr, in order to illustrate how changes in the
status quo can affect popular support for the retirement age chosen.

Example 1: If ftf (0, rn¿) > Rí, from (17) there exists a wage level tr" such
ihat ,Ri (0, r") : Rí < -Riq. Flom (16) we know that since fi| (0, r") < Rlo,
for any ¿ ) 0 then.R| (a,.') > Rí. However, since R|*1(0,r") : Rilt,
from (16) for any a ) 0 then ftf*, (o,.") : Rilt = Ri. In summar¡
Rt @,wu) > Ri for a > 0 but R)*1 (o,."): ftilt : Rl for any a.

Moreover, given that ü(Ri,*")> Ri, i f  R;(Rí,.,n) 1Rf, from (17)
there exists a wage level 6 e [.^,r.r") such that ft] (Rí,q: RÍ and there-
fore, from (16) and (LT) R;(Ri,.) > -Bf but RI*t(Rí,w): Rilt: Rl for
any u €16,w' ) .Tf  RI(Rí , -* )  >  Rí ,  f rom ( i6)  and (17)  R;(Rí , - )  >  RÍ
but R|*1 (Rí,.): fiifi = Ri for any w e [w,o,w") .

Example 2: It Ri (0,-u) < .R! but R; (Rí,rr) > Rl, from (16) there ex-
ists an age ? such that fif (á,.r) - Rí. Therefore, given that ftln, (0, -*) <
.Bi[,, from (16) fi} (o,r*) > Rí but .R]*1 (o,.u) < Rí|, = Rí for any
a e (d,, Ri) .

Moreover, given that Ri(Rí,.*) > Rí,1f RI@;,w,,) { Rf, from (17)
there exists a wage level 6 € f**,u.'") such that ft| (Rí,q: ff and there-
fore, from (16) and (17) R} (Rí,*) > ^Rf but RI*t(RÍ,Tr) : Rifu = -Rf for
arry w e [6,w").If  Ri(Rí,**) > Rí, from (16) and (17) RI(Rí,w) > Rí
but .Rf*1 (Rí,.): fiiÍ-r = ,Rf for any w € lw,n,w') .

We have shown two examples in which the percentage of peaks below .Rf
will be higher in the next voting process.

I.7.2.2. Effects from increasing the status quo retirement age
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When the status quo retirement age increases from one voting process to
the other, H|, = Ri > R;q,i t generates two different effects on the distribu-
tion of peaks. Here, we show an example that illustrates these positive and
negative effects on the peaks below .Rf in the next voting process.

On one hand, the percentage of retired people will be lower in period ü* 1
than in period ü, since the status quo retirement age will increasu, fiil, > R;n .
While in period ú people of age a e (Riq,Ri{r] are already retired, in the
following period, t + 1, the people of the same age will be workers.

At period ú, retired people with ¿ € (R;n, Rifr] have Ri @,to) > R!.T his
group always prefers a retirement age as high as possible. If R; (0, w^) < Rí,
from (17) there exists a wage level u.ru such that ry (0, w') :.8r". Therefo.re,
from (16) and (17) Ri @,w) > Rí but .R|*, (o,.) < nil, : Rf fot any age
a e (Riq,ftf{r] and wage'u € f.*,rr"]. Thus, these positive effects increase
the percentage of peaks below Rifi = Rf from one voting process to the
other.

There is also another change in the distribution of peaks. In period ú,
individuals with o:0 and tu" have R; (0, w'): R!. From (16) agents with
a > 0 and w'will have Ri @,u') < Rf . Besides, there are individuals with
6 e (0,Riq) and w € (ta",u¡a] who have fif (G,r): Rl, Thus, from (16),
individuals with a > ? and w e (w",w¡¿lhave Ri @,u) < Rí, but in period
t + L, given that ftl*, (0, -) > RíL : Rf for any w e (*',u¡al , identical
individuals will have RI*t(o,*) > RíL : Rí.Hence, the negative effects
from one voting process to the other reduce the percentage of peaks below
Ri: Ril'

Since there exist positive and negative effects and it can not be shor,vn
that one is always higher than the other, then ,B;'*, may be higher, lower or
equal to fti{r.
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Figure L: Optimal retirement age of working population.
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Figure 2: The chosen mandatory retirement age.
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Chapter 2. Constant tax vs Con-
stant pension: Demographic and Re-
dustributive trffects on the Optimal Manda-
tory Retirement Age

2.I. Introduction
Nowadays, it is considered that the financing of PAYG (Pay As You Go)

Public Pension systems, used in most of the developed countries, is being
threatened by the increase in the ratio between retirees and workers, the
well-known dependency ratio, as a consequence of the population aging.

The causes of this aging are the advance reached on longevity and mainly
the decrease in the birth rate. The importance of this birth reduction will
even be bigger when the baby-boom generation enters retirement on the third
decade of this century (Weizsácker [1990]).

However, this population aging is not a financial problem, but a political
one (Cremer and Pestieau [2000]). The governments just have to alter the
key parameters of Social Security systems, the mandatory retirement age, the
contribution tax rate and/or the pension benefits rate, in order to balance
the budget.

In fact, due to this population aging, most of the OECD countries are
already preparing reforms in their Social Security schemes in order to main-
tain the viability of the pension systems. The possible reforms to balance the
system are: Either to erctend working life cycle, the delay in the retirement
age, or to vary any of the two pension parameters, to increase the contribu-
tion rate or to reduce the pension benefits. Or a combination of measures,
that is, an increase in the mandatory retirement that allows a softer change
either in the contribution rate or in the pension benefits rate.

Because of this, the relation of the mandatory retirement age with respect
to the rest of parameters of the Social Security is currently an important issue.

For that reason, in this model we analyze the optimal mandatory retire-
ment decision of an individual, and how is affected by the policy reactions,
the demographic and the redistributive ones.
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We define the retirement age as the age at which people have to leave
the labor force, that is, we have treated retirement as a complete withdrawal
from the labor force (as Burbidge and Robb [i980], Crawford and Lilien

[1981] or Sheshinski [1978]).

The reason is that not only most of the industrialized countries have a So-
cial Security Program without flexibility in pensionable age (Disne¡ [1996]) ,
but besides in many empirical studies (Gruber and Wise, 11997] or Blondal
and Scarpetta [1998]) it has been shown that there is a strong relation be-
tween the departure from the labor force, and the age at which benefits are
available.

Depending on the policy reaction, the aging of the population will affect
to the contribution rate or to the pension benefits. That is, the demographic
effects of a decrease in the birth rate, may lead, via changes in the dependency
ratio, to a lower pension benefits, or it may implies higher contribution rates.

So, when we study the optimal mandatory retirement decision of an in-
dividual, we have to take account for the Social Security System in which
he lives. Therefore, we will distinguish two economies differentiated by its
public pensions schemes.

In one of them the contribution rate will be constant, and therefore the
aging of the population wilt lead to decrease the pension benefits. We will call
this scheme as "constant contribution rate" Social Security System. In the
other case, it will occur the other way around, that is, due to the dependency-
ratio effect, the aging will lead to higher contribution rates, and it will be
the pension benefits rate the constant parameter. For that reason) we will
call this scheme as "constant pension benefits rate" Social Security System.
In doing so, we also want to highlight the crucial role that plays the own
retirement age in the final result, that is, the optimal mandatory retirement
decision will be different depending on the parameter that be affected by this
own mandatory age.

We sha.ll study an economy in its steady-state with different birth rates.
That is, we do not analyze the transition period from an steady-state with a
determined birth rate to a¡rother steady-state with a different birth rate.

The results will show that when the agent lives in an economy with a

"constant contribution rate" system, the effects associated to an aging of
the population will lead to decrease the optimal mandatory retirement age.
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However, when the agent is under a "constant pension benefits rate" system,
the same populatíon aging will delay his optimal mandatory retirement age.

On the other hand, the population aging may also give rise to indirect
demographic effects on the income distribution. The policy adjustments
made just in order to balance the budget may lead to different changes in
the inequality (Weizsácker [fOOO]), depending on the modified parameter. So,
if governments take care of income inequalities, they will also have to design
the pension schemes from a redistributive point of view.

For that reason, we will also analyze how it changes the optimal manda-
tory retirement age if the government alters the constant parameters ex-
ogenously. In other words, through static comparatives, we will study the
effects derived from changes in the intra-generational and inter-generational
redistribution levels of the Social Security.

In order to study the intra-generational redistribution, we will introduce
heterogeneity on wage, and the pension benefits will have a certain degree of
intra-generational redistribution.

The results will again be opposite depending on the parameter that be
affected by the mandatory retirement age. If under one system the changes
raise the optimal mandatory retirement age, under the other system this one
wili be reduced.

The organization of this chapter is as follows: the next section presents
the theoretical model; the third one shows the analysis of the agent's optimal
retirement age, including a numerical example which proves the different
effects of population aging related to each Social Security scheme; the fourth
section presents the voting on the mandatory retirement age introducing
heterogeneity in wage; in the fifth one we show the concluding remarks and
the chapter winds up with the appendix showing the different proofs.

2.2. The model
We consider an economy in which there is no uncertainty on the length

of life and each individual lives exactly T years. On the first R years the
individual will be a full time worker whereas on the following T-R ones the
individuals will be retired, that is, we treat retirement as a complete with-
drawal from the labor force (see Burbidge and Robb [1980] or Lacomba and
Lagos [2000]).
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We shall assume that the individuals have a stationary and temporally
independent utility function, which is separable and strictly increasing in
consumption and leisure. Leisure yields utility to the individual only when
he is retired. So the only way utility coming from leisure can be modifred
is by changing the retirement age. The pension benefits are received only
after they leave the labor force. The instantaneous utility function is, then,
as follows

U (" ' ,0 ' )  :  u(c ' )  +u (e ' )

where c¿ is the consumption at period ú. The utility of consumption is twice
differentiable with u' ) 0, u't < 0. Let 0t be the leisure at period ú, being
the utility of leisure , (0'-) : 0, in their working years and u (0'n) : u, in
their retirement years. Besides, we assume that the elasticity of marginal
utility of consumption with respect to consumption p, : -c'u,tt (c) lu' (c)i s
non-increasing and smaller than one.13

The agents plan the consumption, savings and retirement in order to
maximize the discounted value of utility subject to their Iifetime budget
constraint. An individual is assumed to earn a constant stream of wage per
unit of time, tr,', normalized to the unit¡until they retire. Later, from a Sociai
Security Program (r,p) , they receive a constant stream of pension benefits
per unit of time, p, being z the Social Security contribution tax rate. The
labor supply is constant in order to avoid incentives problems.

Social Security Programs is financed through the "pay as you go" system
(PAYG) where the pensions of retired people are paid by working people
through taxes.

Let ó be the subjective rate of time preference and r be the market rate
of interest. Then, the individual's problem can be formally represented as

max
c" rR

subject to

l3This elasticity is the well-known coefficient of relative risk aversion.

R T
f  -  r ,
I " G'\ exp-dt dt + I l" G') + a (?t)l exp-6' dt

J  
.  

J  
'  \  /  \  / J

0 / ?
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T R
f f

I  c 'exp- ' tdt :  I  0
J J
0 0

T
. t

- r) exp-" dt + | pexp-'t dt
,

R

We assume that the subjective rate of time preference and the market rate
of interest are equal, (6 : r). This assumption together with the separability
and concavity of utility function imply that in order to maximize his lifetime
utility function, each individual will choose a constant levei of consumption
in all periods, that is, ct : c for any f . We also assume a constant birth rate,
n, that will be equal to the interest rate, n: r.t4

Thus the indirect utilitv function of an individual over his life-cvcle can
be reduced to

u(R;p, r ) :
(1 - exp-'") (1e)u(c)  +

where

((1 - exp-'") (1 - r) + (exp-'" - 
"*p-'")p). 

(20)
(1 - exP-rr¡

The population aging will affect the indiüdual decision on retirement age
by changing the ratio between working and retired people in the Pay-As-You-
Go scheme. In order to analyze these demographic effects, Iet us consider
a population model in which at each point of time t a new cohort of l{(ú)
individuals is born. Assuming the constant birth rate n, we get

¡f(Ú) : A[oexP"''

The total number of workers living at an arbitrary point in time si s
s

given by W(s) : I NQ)az, and the total number of retirees will be given by
s-R

I4In the numerical examples, we also allow interest rate be higher than birth rate, and
we observe how our main results still hold.
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s-J?

P(s) : I NQ)az. As we have assumed a constant birth rate, the population
s-T

growth rate will be equal to the birth rate.

We assume that the government budget is instantaneously balanced, that
is, at each period total tax contributions that workers has to pay are equal
to total pension benefits that retirees receive, W(s)r : P(s)p.This balanced
budget gives us the following relation between the contribution tax rate and
the pension benefits

(1 - exp-"t)t:  ("*p-"R-exp-"")p. (21)

Notice that (21) is time invariant, that is, it does not depend on the
arbitrary point in time s.

2.3. Retirement age and Population aging
In this section, we study how the optimal mandatory retirement age of

an individual is affected by the ageing ofthe population, through a decrease
in the birth rate, and how these effects are different depending on the Social
Security system. It should be stressed that we are not analyzing the optimal
individual retirement but the mandatory retirement age of the whole economy
preferred by each individual. For that reason, it has to be taken into account
the effect of the retirement decisions on the tax rate/pension benefits via
the 'macro' constraint, that is, the indirect 'macro' effects of changing the
retirement age.

The population consists of identical agents, and can thus be represented
by a single agent. So, we begin analyzing the decision of this individual
when the aging of the population affects to the contribution rate that he
has to pay, that is, when the agent lives in an economy with a "constant
pension benefit" Social Security System. After this, we will analyze the case
in which the individual lives in an economy where the Social Security System
is defined by a constant contribution rate and by a pension benefits that are
affected by the aging of the population.

In the last part, we show two numerical examples which let us to observe
these different effects on the individual's decision derived from the aging of
the population, depending on the Social Security System in which the agent
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lives. The first of them is made under all the assumptions, but in the second
one, we allow interest rate be higher than population growth rate, which will
lead us to an interesting result.

2.3.L. Constant pension benefits system

Here, the Social Security system has a constant benefit pension rate and
the contribution rate is residually determined to balance the budget con-
straint.ls Therefore, from (21) we obtain that the contribution rate, r, is
given by

r(R.n,r) :(%-#o (22)

being ("*p-"" - exp-"r) l(1 - exp-"fi) the well-known dependency-ratio.

Once we substitute (22) in (20), the indirect utility function that will be
maximized with respect to the retirement age is as follows

(I(R;n,p): (LTfl u@) -r

where

("*p-'n - exp-"?)

" :  ( t - (1 - exP-nn¡

The first and second order conditions of the maximization problem are

\ (t - exp-'ft) , _(exp-'R 
- exp-'") rrc\

)  l - " -p-q-P 1r  -oo- '1  \z¿)

(24)

A ' f J  _ (1  -exp- ' r )  ( , , , , ( " \ rLv+^ . t t - \ rE ' " , \  ,  _^_ -
ARz-  r  \ -  

\ - / \aR,  ' u ' ( ' ) ( ; f r ) ) * rexp- 'Ru<0 (25)

It is easy to check that 02c/0Rt < 0, and therefore, assuming that the
constant vaiue of leisure o is small enough, the strictly concavity of the

rssince o < r(n)< 1, then o < p < 1;T#"r;
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indirect utility function with respect to retirement age is guaranteed. In this
manner we obtain R|, the optimal retirement for each individual under a
"constant pension benefits" Social Security system.

To analyze the effects of changes in the population on E|, we study the
sign of A$,lAn. From (24) and the implicit function theorem we get

AR:v t v v  
á r

^- 
- --@u '

0n
(26)

oH.

The sign of (26) will be the sign of 0(0Ul0R) l)n, which depends on
the sign of 0 (\cl 0R) lA". It is proved in the appendix that this last sign is
negative, and therefore the following proposition can be stated.

Proposition 2.1. The lower the birth rate, the hi,gher the optimal ret'irement
age is, that is, }Ri,l0n < 0.

Proof 2.1: See appendix.

Therefore, the aging of the population will imply an increase in the op-
timal mandatory retirement age of the individual. This can be explained
through the income and the substitution effect.

The income effect of a reduction of the birth rate leads to decrease the
retirement years. Since )cf 0n ) 0, a popuiation aging will reduce the agent's
income, by increasing the contribution rate. Given that the leisure is a normal
good, he will demand less leisure, that is, he will delay his retirement age.

The substitution effect leads to decrease the retirement years too. A pop
ulation aging leads to an increase in the contribution tax rate, and therefore,
the effects, via "macro", of the retirement decision on the consumption will
be larger, because of this higher relative weight of the contribution tax rate
on the individual's gross wage, that is (0cl0R) l}n < 0. In other words,a
population aging increases the relative price of the retirement in terms of
consumption, and therefore the agent substitutes leisure, retirement years,
by consumption delaying his retirement age.

As both effects give the same result, a reduction in the birth rate gives rise
to an unambiguous effect on the optimal mandatory retirement age, delaying
it. Let us explain it graphically through figure 1.

The function C(R,n) in this figure relates the mandatory retirement age
to the constant consumption per unit of time, given by (23), associated with

a(H)
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this age. That is, it gives us the individual's budget restriction. The indif-
ference curve, /C, connects all the pairs of mandatory retirement age and
constant consumption per unit of time that yields the same level of utility.

So, the initial equilibrium is at ,E6. A population aging shifts the budget
restriction C(R,n) from C(R,n6) to C(R,n) and the equilibrium to 82.
Under a "constant pension benefits" system, a reduction in the birth rate
raises the slope of the curve C(R,n), recall that @clAR) l1n < 0. Hence,
the substitution effect (from ,Os to .81) leads to less leisure (delaying the re-
tirement age). This population aging will also reduce the individual's wealth,
and therefore the income effect (from E1 to,E2) again leads to less leisure.
Consequently, both effects give rise to a delay of the mandatory retirement
age (from Ro to,R2).

Consumption
R, nr)

C(R, no)

C(R, nr)

R o  R , R z  R

ilffi :f 1T::"#|;i:llyil"x"',::iJ.:l:o,'b.""f,,
The economic intuition lying behind this proposition is that an aging of

the population rises dramatically the contribution rate. Since a reduction in
the birth rate increases the relative weight of the retirement decision on the
individual's consumption, by augmenting the 'macro'effects of the retirement
decision, an individual will prefer to delay his retirement age, in order to
reduce this bigger contribution rate.

This negative relation between the mandatory retirement age and the
birth rate contrasts with the result obtained by Sheshinski in a previous

Dó
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paper (Sheshinski [1978]). His setting is similar to this, in the sense that a
decrease in the birth rate affects to the contribution rate but the replacement
ratio maintains constant. In that paper Sheshinski analyzes the optimal re-
tirement decision, and how changes with respect to some parameters. So,
he finds that a reduction in the birth rate decreases the optimal retirement
decision of the individual. These opposite results between both models point
out the crucial role that play the indirect "macro" effects on the individual's
optimal decision. In Sheshinki's model, the individual ignores the impact
of his decision on the Socíal Security budget constraint, given that he just
optimizes his own retirement age. But if we are trying to obtain the optimal
mandatory retirement age, these "macro" effects can no longer be ignored.
And these ones play such an important role, that when the individual takes
them into account, his optimal response to a population aging will be com-
pletely different.

2.3.2. Constant contribution rate svstem

In this section the Social Security system has a constant contribution
rate and the pension benefits are residually obtained through the budget
constraint. Therefore, from (21) we get that the pension, p, is given by

(27)

being (1 - exp-'")/ ("*p-"4 - 
"*O-n?) 

the ratio between workers and
retired people.

Once we substitute (27) into (20), the indirect utility function that the
individual has to maximize with respect to the retirement age is as follows

(J(R;n,"1 : (L#flz(c) + ("*p-'R - exp-'")

("*p-'R - exp-'")

(1 - exP-rr¡
(28)

The first and second order conditions of the maximization problem are
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OU- :
AR

/  a -r tn\( r - e x p ' - J

g.#jl , ,@(#)- exp-'R,: o (2e)

(," t"rf#f *u'(c)t#l)arexp-'Ru < 0. (30)a2u
AR'

As in the previous subsection, it is easy to check that 02cl0R2 < 0,
and therefore the indirect utility function is strictly concave with respect to
the retirement age. Let R] be the optimal mandatory retirement under a
"constant contribution rate" Social Security system. As before, in order to
analyze the effects of an aging of the population on ,R|, we study the sign of
}Ril)n which is obtained from (29) and the implicit function theorem

ary:_
0n

(31)

Under this scheme, the sign of (31) may be positive or negative. The dif-
ference with the previous case comes from the positive sign of 0 ()cl0R) l0n,
which may lead to a positive sign of A @UIAR) l}n.tu However, assuming a
coefficient of relative risk aversion, p,(c): -cu"(c)fu'(c), lower than 1, the
indeterminate sign of (31) becomes strictly positive. From here, we can state
the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2. The lower the birth rate'is, the lower the opti,mal retire-
ment age will be, that is, }Rll0n > 0.

Proof 2.2: See Appendix.

Therefore, the aging of the population will imply an advance in the op-
timal mandatory retirement age of the indiüdual. Again, the effect of a
reduction in the birth rate can be decomposed into an income effect and a
substitution effect. The income effect is as before. A population aging will
reduce the agent's income by decreasing the pension benefits, )cf 0n > 0,
and given that the leisure is a normal good, he will demand less leisure, that
is, he will delay his retirement age.

r6The positive sign of A@l0R) /ón is proved in the appendix, in the Proof 2.

a(#)
0n

02u
o rl'
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But now the substitution effect goes in the opposite direction. With the
constant contribution tax rate, a population aging wiII reduce the pension
benefits, and therefore, the indirect 'macro' effects of the retirement decision
on consumption will be lower, because of this smaller relative weight of the
pension benefits on the individual's income, that is A(Acl)R) /0n > 0.In
other words, a population aging will reduce the relative price of the retirement
years in terms of consumption, and therefore the agent substitutes consump-
tion by retirement advancing his retirement age. So, the substitution effect
will lead to reduce the retirement age.

Therefore, when the substitution effect outweighs the income effect, as it
happens when p,(c) ( 1, a reduction in the birth ¡ate will reduce the optimal
mandatory retirement age. Let us again explain it graphically through figure
2.

The initial equilibrium is at .E6. Now, the population aging shifts the bud-
get restriction from C(R,ns) to C(R,n1) and the equilibrium to Ez. Under
this "constant contribution rate" system, a reduction in the birth rate reduces
the slope of the curve C(R,n), recall that á(AclA$ 10, > 0. Hence, the
substitution effect (from ,Es to E1) Ieads to more leisure (advancing the re-
tirement age). This population aging will also reduce the individual's wealth,
and therefore the income effect (from \ to E2) leads to less leisure (delaying
the retirement age). If, as in the figure, the substitution effect is bigger than
the income one, the overall effect will lead to a reduction in the mandatorv
retirement age (from fts to R2).
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Consumption R'no)'(-.---"'cs1x,nr¡

C(R, n,)

R r  R z &  R

Figure 2: The effect ofa population aging on the mandatory
retirement age under a constant contribution rate

The economic intuition is the following: Since a reduction in the birth
rate will reduce the relative weight of the retirement decision on the indi-
vidual's consumption,0(0cl0R) 10" > 0, a population aging may lead to
bring forward the retirement age, given that the influence of his retirement
decision on the consumption will be smaller.

On the other hand, all the analysis has been made under the assumption
that the interest rate must be equal to the population growth rate. But we
can relax this assumption, and obtain the same conclusions. For values of
interest rate close enough to population growth rate but above it, the agents
behave at the same way than in the case of the interest rate being equal to
population growth rate. We will observe this with the numerical example of
the following subsection.

But also, there is another interesting issue that arises in the case in which
interest rate is higher than population growth rate. We can rewrite the
constant consumptions per unit of time under each S.S system given by (23)
and (28) of the following way:

(1 - exP-'r;
( ( i - exp - ' \ +óo ) (32)
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v T -

(1 - exP-rr¡
( ( t -exp- ' ^ )+ó , ) (33)

being (1 - exp-'n) the working period multiplied by the gross wage,
which is normalized to the unity, and $u the present discounted value of the
net benefits from Social Security under each system respectively.

-r^ _ 
"*p-rf¡

(oun-nR

- (1 - exp-'R)5-
- exp-"") \

"p-q- )
(34)

(1 - exp-nB)

-rR *"*P-'T)
(1 - exp-'R) - ( 1 (35)

(exp-"'n - exp-nr)

Notice that an increase in the mandatory retirement age reduces the
absolute value of dob ut however it augments the absolute value of ó,.rT

It is easy to check that when interest rate is higher than birth rate, $o
and /" are negative. In that case, under a constant pension system, delaying
the mandatory retirement age, the individual raises his wealth, by augment-
ing his working period and by reducing the negative net benefits from Social
Securit¡ /o. However, under a constant contribution rate, a delay on the
mandatory retirement age will increase the working period but also the nega-
tive net benefits f". For that reason, the discounted present value ofdelaying
the mandatory retirement age will be higher under a constant pension system
than under a constant contribution one.18 Due to this, the optimal manda-
tory retirement will be higher under the constant pension benefit rate scheme
than under the constant contribution rate one.

l7Obüously, with interest rate different to the birth one. If r : n, the net benefits from
Social security are equal to zero, and therefore changes in the mandatory retirement age
are neutral.

lswhen interest rate is greater than population growth rate, it is crucial the period.
in which the retirement conditions change. Delaying the retirement age, the retirement
conditions are improved, but with a constant contribution rate, the increments derived
from a higher pension benefits, by increasing the dependency ratio, will occur later than
the increments derived from a lower contribution rate, in the case of a constant pension
benefits. Because of that, the discounted present value of these last increments will be
bigger than the discounted present value of the inc¡ements derived from a higher pension
benefits.

óp: P (r*o

_.*o_,."))ó,:  r  ( t*o
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This result holds for any utility function with the single-peakness prop
erty, so in order to stress the importance of this issue, the following proposi-
tion is derived.le

Proposition 2.3. Let r > n. Let the i.nd,i,rect uti,li,tg function U(R;n) be
strictly concaae on R. Let (r,p) be such that r : r(n,p, Ri), then R; > Ri.

Proof 2.3: See appendix.

All these results will be illustrated in the following examples, in which
we will observe the effect of a population aging, first with interest rate being
equal to birth rate and in a second example, allowing interest rate be higher
than population growth rate.

2.3.3. Irtrumerical Examples

Here, we show two numerical examples in which an aging of the popula-
tion affects to the individual's decision in such & wW, that if the agent lives
in an economy with a "constant contribution rate" Social Security System,
he will advance his optimal mandatory retirement age, but if there is a "con-
stant pension benefits" Social Security System, under the same economic
conditions, he will delay his optimal mandatory one.

Using the square root function, u(c) : {é, we get the following results:

Constant pension benefit rate scheme
r n p T R;

0.02 0.02 L.L26 60 45
0.02 0.019 1.L26 60 51 .18

Constant contribution rate scheme

leWhen interest rate is higher than birth rate, r ) n, the strict concavity of the indirect
utility function U(c,,R) can not be guaranteed for any value of interest and birth rate.
Therefore, we must refer only to those values that assure the single-peakness property.
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In the last proposition, we stated that with the pension benefits depending
on the birth rate, the aging of the population will reduce the retirement
age of the individual if the coefficient of relative risk aversion is lower than
unity. This is proved in this particular case.20 We observe how, under a
constant contribution Social Security System, the agent reduces his optimal
mandatory retirement age a year, from 45 to 44.L5, due to the decrease in
the birth rate from 0.02 to 0.019.

However, when this agent lives in an economy with constant pension
benefits, he delays his optimal mandatory retirement age more than six years,
from 45 to more than 51, because of the same aging of the population.2l

As we have said before, when interest rate is equal to the birth rate, a
population aging caused by a reduction in n leads do and /" to be negative.
In that case, in order to decline this negative net benefits from Social Security,
the mandatory retirement age would have to be prolonged in the constant
pension case but to be reduced in the constant contribution case.

It should be stressed the great impact of the aging of the population on
the individual's decision when the pension benefits are constant, in contrast
with the lower impact when it is the contribution rate the constant parameter.
The reason of that is that in the first case the income and the substitution
effects go in the same direction, but in the constant contribution case these
effects go in opposite direction, and consequently, the total effect is smaller
than in the previous case.

In the next exampie we relax one of the assumptions and allow interest
rate be higher than population growth rate. This will permit us to check
that for values of interest rate close enough to population growth rate but
above it, the same results than in the case of the interest rate being equal to
population growth rate are observed.

20The value of the marginal utility of Ieisure is: u : 0.5426. This value satisfies the
strict concavity of the utility function.

21W" know that the pension benefits, p(n), is equal to
( (1 -exR- 'E ) l@*p -^R-exp - ' " ) ) r .  Fo r  R :  45 ;  n :0 .02 ;  ?  :  60 ;  r  : 0 .2 ,  we
get that p : L12632. That is, the agent faces the same contribution rate and the same
pension benefits under both Social Security Systems before the population aging occurs.
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Constant pension benefit rate scheme
r n p T R:

0.022 0.027 i . 151 60 46.85
0.022 0.020 1 .151 OU 54.5

Constant contribution rate scheme

Again we can see that, even with interest rate being higher than popula-
tion growth rate, a population aging leads the individual to different behav-
iors, depending on the Social Security System in which he is. The different
substitution effects under each system continue causing these different re-
sults.

Under a constant contribution Social Security System, the agent will ad-
vance his optimal mandatory retirement age from 40 to 39, due to the de-
crease in the birth rate from 0.021 to 0.020. However, under a constant
pension benefits System, the same population aging leads the agent to delay
his optimal mandatory one from 46.85 to more tban 54.22

As we have stated in the last proposition, it can be observed how in this
second example the optimal retirement age of the individual in the case of
a constant contribution rate with the initial condition, Ri : 40, is smaller
than the optimal retirement age in the case of constant pension benefits,
fti : 46'g¡.

In the example, the value of the constant pension comes from the following
values: For ,R : 40; n: 0.021; T : 60; and r: 0.3, we get that p: 1.1515.
So, for R : 40, the agent faces to the same contribution rate and the same
pension benefits under both Social Security Systems. But, although under a

22In this case, the marginal utility of leisure is:
t, : u.oo+l
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constant contribution rate system the optimal mandatory retirement age is
precisely this, .R) : 40, under a constant pension benefits one, this retirement
age, ,? : 40, does not maximize the individual's utility function and the agent
delays it to his maximum, fti :40.SS.

Summing up, from all the results derived in this section, it follows that if
government wants to delay the retirement age, it would be better to transfer
the effects of the aging of the population on the contribution rate, instead of
on the pension benefits.

2.4 Retirement age and Redistribution level
Let us now study how the optimal mandatory retirement age of an in-

dividual is affected by the changes in the parameters that determine the
intra-generational and the inter-generational redistribution level of the So-
cial Security System. As in the previous section, the 'macro' effects of the
retirement decision will play a crucial role in the individuals'election.

Since we want to analyze the intra-generational redistribution, we have
to introduce heterogeneity on wage. Hence, there will be a continuous dis-
tribution of agents on wage that will be located between a minimum and
a maximum wage level, [r*,r,, wuo*f, (see Lacomba and Lagos [199g]) be-
longing to the same generation and differentiated only in wage. with this
heterogeneity in wage, the PAYG Social Security system redistributes not
only from workers to retirees, inter-generational redistribution, but also from
high to low wage workers, intra-generational redistribution.

But now, given that there is heterogeneity on wage, there will be different
optimal mandatory retirement ages. Therefore, we will assume that the
implemented one will be obtained through a pairwise majority voting process
on this variable. For that reason, we will focus our analysis on the median
voter decision.

With this modification, the indirect utility function of an individual of
wage ü;¿ over his life-cycle will be

(J(R;ru¡,p¿,rl : {L+P]l uk¿) + 
(e*p-'R-  exp  ' ' J

T
(36)

where
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- exp-rE)uru (1 - 
") 

* (exp-'n - 
"*p-")pr). 

(37)

Now the Social Security budget constraint will be

v z -

|  , r ' ,
(1 -  exp-r")  \ \ -

(40)

where p : ffi. gives us the constant ratio between the individual pension
and the linear combination of the mean wage ,@, and the indiüdual i's wage,
w¿.23

z3This constant ratio implies that the changes in the redistribution degree, o, will affect
to the pension benefits, p¿, instead of affecting to the contribution rate,7. That is, if the
redistribution degree increases, and the individual's wage is lower than the mean one, then
his pension benefits will increase, instead of to decrease his contribution ta.x rate. On the
other hand, for o : 1, this ratio P will be the well-known replacement ratio.

wf(ut)d,u: (exp-'E-u*p-'") 
[ n@)f @)a.. (38)

Umin

uMoa

^ f
7(1 - exp-") |

J
umin

This budget constraint (38) holds if we assuming that the indiüdual
pension p¿ will be given by the following expression

("*p-"^ - exp-"")pi : (1 - exp-"R)rW¿ (3e)
being W¿ : [(t - o) ut¿* ao] a linear combination of the mean wage )@1
and the individual i's wage, u¿, arrd a e [0,1] , a redistribution degree with
a :0 meaning actuarially fairness, and a : 1, full redistribution.

As before, we wiII refer to both schemes, the constant pension benefit
rate system, and the constant contribution rate one. In both cases, we will
study the intra-generational redistribution effects on the retirement decision
-changes on the redistribution degree a- and the inter-generational ones -
changes on the pension benefits, p, and on the contribution tax rate, T,
respectively.

2.4.I. Constant pension benefib rate system
Under this scheme, from (39) we get the following contribution rate:
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Substituting (40) in (37) the indirect utility function that an individual
ih as to maximize with respect to the retirement age is as follows

U(R;u¿,n,  P,W¿) :

where

T 1(r - exp R)
¿ q n .
n \  * I

(1 - exp-r")

(e*p-'" - exp-'") o
(1 - exP--9 

'' \ (e*p-'" - exp-2pW¿.
i -- lr-"".0-

- exp-rT)
¿u

r

v 2 - ( ' -

The first and second order conditions of the optimization problem are
similar to the previous section. Since the indirect utility function is strictly
concave with respect to the retirement age, the preferences are single peaked
with respect to .R and therefore the median voter may be calculated.2a

The next step is to analyze the behavior of the optimal retirement age
with respect to the wage in order to obtain the median voter's wage. Let Ri.u
be the optimal mandatory retirement age for agent d, that is, the agent wiih
wage ur¿. From the F.O.C. and the implicit function theorem, we obtain the
following expression

0R;,0_ _r exp-'R [t + Pa][u' (c¿) (L - p,(c))] + n
azu
6ffi

where 4 is a positive term.25 So, taking into account that 02(Jl0R2 is
negative, since U is strictly concave with respect to the retirement age, and
p,(c) is lower than unity and non-increasing, we obtain that the optimal re-
tirement age is increasing with the wage (as in Muñoz [1995], or Lacomba
and Lagos [1999]).26 This result coincides with the empirical data that sug-
gests that lower earners have a higher propensity to retire early (Blondal and

2aAssuming w* > T.-?l\, the strict concavity of the indirect utility function with
l '+ü4''

respect to retirement age is guaranteed,
25The value of 4 is the following:

!-: 
-u" (c¿) r exp-'R P (1 - a) o (L - exp-'")

26under this pension system, even with a coefhcient of relative risk aversion, p,, being
equal or higher than unity, the results could be the same, always that the value of the
constant ? were bigger enough to outweigh the negative part of the expression ffi ,

0.¡
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Scarpetta [1998]). Therefore, given that R],¿ is a monotonic function of w¿,
the voting equilibrium can be easily obtained. The median voter will be the
individual with the median wage.27

So, the next step is to analyze the effects on the agent's optimal decision
of changes in the redistribution parameters. From the F.O.C. and the implicit
function theorem, we obtain the following expressions

7Ri.u r exp-'R P u' (co) (I - p,(")) - u" (c¿) w¿ 1 - exp-'") [.n - -]

0P'd,0 r exp-'R a lu' (c¿) (l - p,(c)) - u" (c¿) u¿ (7 - exp-'r)f lw¿ - wl

(42)

Let 4,^.a be the optimal mandatory retirement age for the median voter,
that is, the agent with median wage, umed.If the median wage is lower than
the mean wage, which is the usual case, 0R|,^"al0a and 8fif,-"r/dP will be
negative, and the¡efore, an increase in the level ofredistribution (higher o or
higher P) will decrease the optimal mandatory retirement age of the median
voter, that will be implemented through the voting process. Hence, the next
proposition can be formulated

Proposition 2.4. Consi,der a med'ian uoter wi,th o, wage leuel u*"¿ < oo.
Under a constant pensi,on benefi,ts, 'increases i,n the red,istri,bution leuel of the
Social Security Sgstem will ad,uance the elected mandatory retirement age.

Proof: It follows immediately from (41) and (a2).

This result can be explained through the income and the substitution
effects. For an individual with his wage lower than the mean one, an increase

27The changes in the optimal mandatory retirement decision of the median wage's in-
dividual, due to variations in the birúh rate, will be the changes of the elected mandatory
retirement age. It is easy to check that if we introduce heterogeneity in wage, the results
obtained in the previous section does not change. Therefore, since,Rj.n is decreasing with
respect to the birth rate, an aging of the population will delay th-e elected mandatory
retiment age.

0a

a2u
dFAP
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in any redistribution parameter will raise his income, and since the leisure is
a normal good, the income effect will lead to increase the retirement years.

We analyze the substitution effect using the constant consumption per
unit of time, cp. Given that interest rate is equal to birth rate, this cp ma¡u
be expressed in the following way:

C P : ((1 - exn-")* + (u*p-'E - exp-'")P a (o -,,,')) . (+a)
(1 - exP-'z¡

From (43) it is easy to check that increasing P or a, the second addend
of the term into brackets will be bigger, for u < a, and consequently a delay
on the retirement age will lead to a lower increase in cp. That is, an increase
in the redistribution level will reduce the relative Brice of the retirement in
terms of consumption, and therefore the agent will substitute consumption
by leisure advancing his retirement age.

As both effects have the same sign, intra or inter-generational increases
in the redistribution level of the Social Security System will give rise to an
unambiguous effect on the optimal mandatory retirement age, advancing it.

An economic intuition is that a more redistributive S.S. System, for an
agent with a wage lower than the mean one, reduces the relative weight of
the contribution rate with respect to the pension benefits, and since with
this scheme a reduction in the mandatory retirement age will not affect the
pension benefits, an increase in any redistribution level will lead to a reduc-
tion in the optimal retirement age of this agent, in order to have a longer
retirement period.

2.4.2. Constarrt contribution rate svstem

In this case, from (39) we get that the pension, p¿, is given by

Pa (R ,n , r ,W¿) :
(1 - exp-'R)

rW¿ (44)
(e*p-'R - exp-?"")

where as before, Wi: [(t - 
") 

w¡*ao] is a linear combination of the
mean wage ,@, and the individual i's wage, tu¿.

Substituting eq in (37) the indirect utility function that an individual
ih as to maximize with respect to the retirement age is as follows
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U(R;u¿,n, r ,W¿):  (1  -  exp- ' r )u("¿)  +

where

("*p-'R - exp-'")

("*p-'R - exp-'") (1 - exp-'R)11 - exo-'R)tn:f f iw¿(L-r)* ,Wr)
(1 - exP-rr¡ (exP-"n -7J7-fr1r vv ¿

Again, since the indirect utility function is strictly concave with respect
to the retirement age, the preferences are single peaked with respect to R
and therefore the median voter may be calculated.

As before, we analyze the behavior of the optimal retirement age with
respect to the wage. Let ft|,n be the optimal retirement age for agent ,l),

that is, the agent with wage tu¿. From the F.O.C. and the implicit function
theorem, we obtain the following expression

ARi,¿ 
: _r exp-'R lI - ra]lut (c¿) (L - p,(c))l

0w¿ #
As we have assumed that pr(c) is lower than unity and non-increasing, we

obtain that Ri,¿ is increasing with the wage.28 Again the median voter will
be the individual with the median wage, and therefore his optimal retirement
age will be the elected mandatory one.2e

Newly, we analyze the effects of the intra and inter-generational redistri-
bution levels of the Social Security on the agent's optimal decision. From the
F.O.C. and the implicit function theorem, we obtain the following expression

2sunder this Pension system, if the coefficient of relative risk aversion I prl were higher
than unity, the results would be the opposite, that is, r?|,¿ would be decreasing with respect
to the wage.

2gwhen we have analyzed in the previous section R|, we have seen that a population
aging, through a decrease in the birth rate, may reduce the optimal retirement age of an
individual. If this would happen, then the individual with median wage would reduce
his optimal mandatory retirement age, and this would lead to a decrease in the elected
mandatory one.
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0Ri,o
- :

0a

r exp-'R r [o - ,o]lu' (ro) (1 - p,)l
(45)a2u

6fr

(46)

Let Rf,,^.. be the optimal retirement age for the median voter, that is, the
agent with median wage, urned,.If the median wage is lower than the mean
wage, which is the usual case, 7Ri,,,.¿f 0a and )Ri,*.ol}r will be positive,
and therefore, an increase in any redistribution level will delay the optimal
retirement age of the median voter, that will be implemented through the
voting process. This allows us to state the following proposition.

Proposition 2.5. Consi,der a med,ian uoter wi,th o, wage leuel w*"¿ < o.
Under a constant contribution rate, increases in the red,i,stributi,on leuel of
the Social Security Systern wi,Il delay the elected mandatory ret,irement, age.

Proof: It follows straightaway from (45) and (46).

Again, we can explain this result through the income and the substitution
effects. For an individual with his wage lower than the mean one, an increase
in any redistribution parameter will raise his income, and since the leisure is
a normal good, the income effect will lead to increase the retirement years.

As before we use the constant consumption per unit of time c" to explain
the substitution effect. Under this pension scheme cr may be expressed in
the following way:

(1 - exP-'r¡
((t - 

"*n-'o). 
+ (1 - exp-'R)ra(o *tu)) .  (47)

?Ri,o _ _r exp-'R alw - w¿)lu' (c¿) (1 - p,)l
or#

U T _

Now, from (47) we observe that increasing r or a, the second addend of the
term into brackets will be bigger, folr.u < co, and consequently a delay on
the retirement age will lead to a higher increase in cr. Therefore, an increase
in the redistribution levels will increase the relative price of the retirement in
terms of consumption, and accordingly the agent will substitute retirement
by consumption delaying his retirement age.
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Since the substitution effect is bigger than the income one, intra or inter-
generational increases in the redistribution level of the Social Security System
will delay the optimal mandatory retirement age.

An economic intuition is the following. A more redistributive S.S. System,
for an agent with a wage lower than the mean one, wiII raise the relative
weight of the pension benefits on the individual's income. Therefore, the
agent will prefer to delay the mandatory retirement age, in order to enhance
the dependency ratio and to enjoy a greater pension benefits.

Under this pension scheme, if government wants to avoid the effects of
the aging of the population on the optimal mandatory retirement age, it
might increase the contribution tax rate, 7, or the redistribution degree,
a. The reduction in the pension benefits, due to the decrease in the birth
rate, it would be offset with an increase in these benefits, by raising the
redistribution levels, always that the individual would have his wage lower
than the mean one. As this is the usual case when we refer to the median
wage, the elected mandatory retirement age could not change in spite of the
aging of the population. From this, we may also deduce that in economies
with distinct redistribution levels of the Social Security, the demographic
changes could have different consequences on the optimal rB.

On the other hand, from (43) and (47) we can deduce the following result.
If there is no intra-generational redistribution, that is, d : 0, the S.S. will
not affect the retirement decision, that is, it will be neutral and the optimal
retirement age will be the same under both systems. But if this parameter
grows and the wage of the agent is lor¡¡er than the mean wage, from (43) and
(47) it is easy to check that the present value of postponing retirement will
be bigger under a constant contribution rate system than under a constant
pension benefits. For that reason ft| will always be higher than fti. An
increase in the redistribution degree a will have a negative income effect
under both systems, but the positive substitution effect under the constant
contribution rate system will compensate it and fi| will be delayed. However,
under the constant pension system, the substitution effect will be negative
too, and .Ri will decrease.

This result can be stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.6. Let, w < w. Let a > 0. Let (r,P) be such that r :
r (n ,P,4) ,  th"n Ri> R; .

Proof 2.6: See appendix.
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In addition, we can notice that although intra-generational redistribution
changes will occur only in the retirement period, and the inter-generational
ones, P and z, will affect to the entire life cycle, from (43) and (47) it is
easy to check that with r : n changes in a will have the same effect on the
optimal retirement age than changes in P or r. This is because the present
discounted value of changes in a is equal to the present value of changes in
Po r r .

But if we allow interest rate be higher than birth rate, these present
values will not be equal, and therefore, the effects on the optimal mandatory
retirement age will be different. This is illustrated in the following example.

2.4.3. I\umerical F;rample

Here, we show a numerical example in which changes in the level of re-
distribution of the Social Security affect to the individual's decision. In this
example we will allow interest rate be higher than birth rate, in order to
illustrate the different effects on the optimal retirement decision depending
on the redistribution parameter we choose, the intra-generational one, a, or
the inter-generational parameters, P and r.

Using the square root function, u(c): lé, we get the following results:

Constant pension benefit rate scheme

T n P W T R;
0.025 0.02 L.t26 1 1 .1 60 45
0.025 0.02 t.L26 I L . t2 60 40.10
0.025 0.02 I.236 I 1 .1 60 46.7r

Constant contribution rate scheme
n T w W T R;

0.025 0.02 0.2 I 1 .1 60 32.80
0.025 0.02 0.2 1 1. .L260 32.95
0.025 0.02 0.3 I 1 .1 60 32.03

In the second row we observe the consequences of increasing the redistri-
bution degree a, and the third one shows the effects of raising the contribution
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rate r on R;. Notice that in this example, with interest rate being higher
than population growth rate, it is maintained the different behavior of the
individual depending on the Social Security System. However, it should be
pointed out that now changes in a affect to the optimal mandatory retirement
age in a different way that changes in P or r.30

Let us suppose that W : 1.1 with a : 0.5 and o : 1'2. We observe that
under a constant pension system, an increase of the redistribution degree from
a : 0.5 to a : 0.6 reduces the optimal age from Ri : +S to R$: 40.10.
But now, an increase in the ratio P delays the optimal age from 4: 45 to

4: 46.ft The same thing is observed under a constant contribution rate.
An increase of the redistribution degree from a : 0.5 to o : 0.6 delays the
optimal age from Rl : 32.80 to -R| : 32.95. However, an increase in the
contribution rate T causes a reduction from.R|:32.80 to R|:32.03.

If we allow population growth rate be lower than interest rate, (43) and
(47) cat be rewritten of the following way.

being

"" 
: 

(r *-r) 
((1 - exp-'\, + ór) (48)

óp: p (i"*o-'" -exp-'r)w - (1 - "*e-'")9ffi;#,,) (4e)

and

( ( t -u*p- ' " ) *+ó, ) (50)v T - / -  - 7 \

(1 - exp-" J

being

30In thir case, the marginal utility of leisure is:
u :0.5547

-"*-"¡t$ffi!w- (1 - exr-'R¡rr) . (b1)ó,:  r  ( {u*o-"
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Sp and S, arc the present discounted value of benefits from less payments
to Social Security under each system respectively.

Given a, P arrd.RF, if interest rate is higher than birth rate, /r may
be negative even with w 1 o. If this were the case, as in our numerical
example, an increase in P would augment these negative net benefits from
Social Securit¡ and therefore the income of the individual would be reduced,
which would imply a positive income effect. This larger negative net benefits
would also Iead to a higher relative weight of the retirement on the individ-
ual's consumption, the second addend of (a8) would be larger. That is, the
substitution effect would also be positive and accordingly Ri would augment.

But if the parameter increased were the intragenerational one, a, then,
since tu < az, only the present value of pensíon benefits would be raised,
reducing the negative net benefits of the pension system. Consequentl¡ the
income and the substitution effects would now be negative and .Ri, would
unambiguously advanced.

The explanation of the different behaviour of fi| depending on the mod-
ified parameter, a or r, is very similar. Augmenting the contribution rate r,
the negative net benefits of the pension system will be larger, and the income
effect will again be positive. But since with a constant contribution rate the
changes of the retirement age affect to the pension benefits, this larger nega-
tive net benefits from Social security will now imply a lower relative weight of
the retirement on the individual's consumption, and consequently a negative
substitution effect. \Mhen, as in the numerical example, this effect be bigger
than the income one, R) will be advanced.

With respect to the redistribution degree, an increase in a will raise the
present value of pension benefits, and the income effect will again be neg-
ative. But now this lower value of the negative net benefits of the Social
Security will imply a higher relative weight of the retirement on the individ-
ual's consumption, and therefore the substitution effect will now be positive.
As before, if the substitution effect be bigger than the income one, .R| would
be delayed.

The reason ofthis different behavior is that changes in the intra-generational
redistribution parameter a affect only to the present value of pension bene-
fits, but changing the inter-generational ones, P and r, it will affect to the
net present value of benefits from less payments to Social Security.
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2.5. Conclusions
The unfavorable demographic trends that are suffering almost every in-

dustrialized countries is affecting negatively on the viability of the Social
Security system. Due to this, there is a current discussion in most of Eu-
ropean countries about the reforms that must be adopted in order to solve
these financing problems of Social Security Systems. The two possibilities,
increasing the contribution tax rate or a reduction in the pension benefits
rate, might go together with a delay in the retirement age, which would re-
duce either the tax rate increase or the benefit rate decrease. For that reason
we have analyzed the relation between these variables.

We have obtained that when the agent lives in an economy with a Social
Security System in which the pension benefits are related to the dependency
ratio, a reduction in the birth rate would decrease the optimal mandatory
retirement age.

However, when we have analyzed the other pension scheme, we have
proved that when the contribution rate is related to the dependency ratio,
the aging of the population would delay the optimal mandatory retirement
age of the individual.

Besides, we have shown that always that interest rate is higher than
population growth rate, the optimal mandatory retirement age of the agent is
bigger with a constant pension benefits rate than with a constant contribution
rate.

These results suggest that countries having intention to delay the manda-
tory retirement age should apply the budget reforms on the contribution rate,
increasing it, and not on the pension benefits.

On the other hand, the population aging will also affect the distribution
of income, increasing the inequality (Weizsácker [1996]). Since the changes
in the pension system performed to solve the budget imbalance may have
indirect demographic inequality effects, and considering that governments
take care of income inequalities, we also analyze the effect on the optimal
mandatory retirement age derived from a redistributive policy reaction.

In our model, we have distinguished between the inter-generational re-
distributive parameter, the contribution rate in one system and the benefit
rate in the other, and the intra-generational one, the degree of redistribution
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of the pension formula. The effects on the optimal mandatory retirement
age of such changes will depend on the relation between the birth and the
interest rate. When they are the same, the present values of varying the
inter-generational parameter and of varying the intra-generational one are
equivalent and therefore, the effects derived from these changes on the opti-
mal retirement age will be equal.

Given that we have proved that optimal retirement age increases with the
wage level, we have considered that the median wage worker's optimal choice
will be the implemented one. If this median wage is lower than mean wage,
the usual case in most industrialized countries, the median wage worker's
income will be increasing with an augment of any redistribution parameter.
Again, this change results in different effects depending on the system in
which the agent is. Under a "constant contribution rate" system the increase
in the redistributive parameter will delay the median wage's optimal age,
and therefore the implemented one. But under a "constant pension benefits
rate" system, the same increase will provoke the opposite effect, advancing
the mandatory retirement age.

On the other hand, if interest rate is higher than birth rate, the present
values of varying the inter-generational parameter and of varying the intra-
generational one are no longer equivalent and we can find some cases in which
the effects derived from these changes on the optimal retirement age will be
different. So, we have seen a numerical example where under a "constant
contribution rate" system an increase in the redistribution degree raises the
retirement age, but an increment in the contribution rate reduces it. Newly,
the effects will be the opposite under the "constant pension benefits rate"
system, and the same change in the redistribution degree will advance the
retirement age, but an increase in the pension benefits rate will delay it.

From all this, it follows that depending on the economic and demographic
conditions, governments will have to adopt different redistributive measures
in order to induce a later retirement age.

As an extension of this paper, an interesting issue would be to extend the
model to a more generalized one in which people would also be differentiated
on age. With such a scheme, it would be possible to analyze the effect of the
population aging on the political power of the retired people in the voting
process on the mandatory retirement age. Assuming that all the retirees
would support the highest retirement age option, we could find societies
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where a population aging could reduce the optimal age of all the workers,
the "constant contribution rate" case, but however, the implemented one
could be delayed, due to this bigger aged people's political power.
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2.7. Appendix

2.7.L. Proof 2.1

We have to prove that with constant pension benefits, the following ex-
pression is negative:

Given that the utility function is strictly concave with respect to the re-
tirement age, the sign of ORi I 0n wíll coincide with the sign of ó (aU I a n I }n.tt

This derivative has the following expression:

ry: (1 - exp-'") (," r0 Y*f" * u' (c) W#9)

It is easy to check that )cl0R and )cf 0n are strictly positive, therefore,
what we have to prove is that A (AclAR) l)n will have a negative sign. The
consumption function is:

" :  
( ,  _  ( "*p- 'R-exp- ' " )_ \  t t  -exp- 'n)  

*n. , (exp- 'R-exp- ' " )
"  

:  
\ '  

-  -1 i :  
exfE 

-P 
)  g-  

" rq 
-  P qr  -  e*- j

In this expression, the part related to 0()cl0R) /0n will be:

3lThe strict concavity of the indirect utility function is easily proved, {#
lL# (u" (")(#)'+ 

"'(")(r!¡f,)) , 
and. ffi : -,2 exp-'n < 0.

a(#)
0n---:;=;-

d"u

6F

ary:_
0n
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(52)

so, the sign of A (AclAH f 0n, will be the sign of A (AAIAR) lAn.
Since the derivative is evaluated at n : r, 0 (0Al0Q lAn can be reduced

to the following expression:

/:-gEH(l -exp-'R)

exp-,n *exp-"R(exp-"8 
-exp-'") 

- :Íp-2"R 
nl, 

(b3)' 
(1 - exp-'R) (1 - exp-'ra¡

exD-,R ((t 
- exp-"l)

- - - r  
\ (1 

-exP- 'R)
")

- exp-'R nR -
exp-2'R(exp-nR - exp-"r)nR exp*'R(exp-na - exp-"r)nR

(1 - exP-nn¡z (1 - exP-nn¡
(54)

(53) and (54) can be expressed as:

nR
(1 - exP-'n¡

where

B : !* 
exp-"R(exp-'R -exp-'?) 

* (exp-'E - exp-'")
(1 - exP-nn;

After some simplifications, this last term (56) will be equal to

(57)

Substituting (57) in (55) and after some simplifications, (53) and (54) can
be expressed as:

exp-"n(l - exp-'")
(1 - exp-"* -nR)

(1 - exP-nn¡z

(bbJ

(56)
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It is easy to check that:

1 - exp-'n -nR <0 V nrt € (0,m)

Q.E.D.

2.7.2. Proof 2.2

We have to prove that with constant contribution rate, the following
expression is positive:

aR]
6:-W

Given that the utility function is strictly concave with respect to the re-
tirement age, the sign of ER| I 0n vnllcoincide with the sign of E @U I 0 R) I 7n.tt

This derivative has the following expression:

a (#\ oc oc , , \ a (ac/ar)\ ,y^\"  \_anl :  (L _ exp-,?) (  u, ,  (c\ : :== + u, (c\ ,  \ r : .  |  (Dó)
ar,  

_\  . \  . .ma"+u\c)  0n )

The sign of (58) will be the sign of the part into brackets. It is easy
to check that,0cl0R and )cf 0n are strictly positive. On the other hand,
A @clAQ l0n will also have a positive sign, which is proved below.

The consumption function is:

(1 -exp - ' f i ) , ,  \ ,  ( 1 -exp - "R)  (u *p - ' " - " *p - ' " )
' 

(1 - exp-r") \^ 'r ' 
(exp-nR -sxt-n") (1 - exp-'r¡

In this expression, the part related to 0 ()cl0R) /0n will be:

': ffiffi("*P-'"-u*P-")
32The strict concavity of the indirect utility function is easily proved,

G=+-a (u,,(")(#), +",f "l t#)) , and ffi: -r2 exp-'R < 0.
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so, the sign of 0 ()clAQ f 0n, will be the sign of A (AAIAR) lAn.
Since the derivative is evaluated at, n : r,0 (0Al0Q lAn can be reduced

to the following expression:

exp-'R*# -exp-n.n¡ (b9)
(exp-"" - exp-nr .¡

exp-"E(L - exp-'n)n.R _ exp-"R(?exp-"" -Rexp-'E)n(l - exp-"")

(exp-'R - exp-n") (exp-",n - exp-n")2
(60)

(59) and (60) can be expressed as:

exp-'ft(l - exp-'") ^

ffiB (61)

where

B : (L - n,R)(exp-na -exp-'?) - (T exp-nr -Rexp-"R)n (62)

After some simplifications, (62) can be reduced to:

exp-'? (exp'(r-n) - (1+ n(" - fi))) (ffi)

So, substituting (63) in (61) we obtain the following expression:

:o-""!t ilf# exp-'"(exp n(r-'.) - (r + n(r - n))(exP-"n - exp-tl")2 
---r \--

It is easy to check that:

exp'("-n) -r - n(T - n) > 0y n(T - fi) e (0, *)

Therefore, once we have proved that A (AclA$ l)n > 0, the next step is
to prove that the positive part of (58) is bigger than the negative one.
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(58) will be positive if

u , , ¡ , 0c0c  , , ,A ( ) c l }R \
,") man* 

u' lc) -'#' > 0

Taking common factor and rearranging terms, (64) will

u '  ( c )  (  0 (0c l0R) , ,  0c  0c \

"  \ t  a"  
-  P' lc)  aRan )  

'u (65)

Given that we have assumed that the coefficient of relative risk aversion
p,(c) is lower than 1, (65) will be hold if

^a@c/aR)
"  =% >1

oc oc
lEdn

Since we are evaluating at n, : r, after some simplifications, the LH S of
(66) can be reduced to the following expression:

(u*p"* -1)(exp'" -1)(exp"" - exp"E(1 + n(T - n))
(67)

(exp"? - exp"n)n (-R(exp'? -l) - ?(exp"R -1))

It can be showed numerically with a mathematical program that (67) is
higher than one for any n € (0,1) and for any R e (0,7).33 Q.E.D.

2.7.3. Proof 2.3
Let fii be the optimal retirement age with constant pension benefits, and

.R| be the optimal retirement age with constant contribution rate. We have to
prove that given a constant contribution rate r and a constant pension benefit
p, íf. r(n,p, R;) : r then R; > R;.Let co be the consumption function with
constant pension benefits, and c" be the consumption function with constant
contribution rate:

(64)

be equal to

(66)

(1 - exp-'R) (uxp-'" - exp-'")
(1 - exP-rr¡ (1 - exP-rz¡

33To be precise, the mathematical programm runs negative results for values of R very
close to 0. Therefore, we should impose a lower bound on ,R, although almost unrestrictive,
for instance, the optimal retirement age should be R e (Tlt}l,T).

ób
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(1 - exp-"E) ,, _\ , _ (1 - exp-'R) (.*p-'o - u*p-")

(1 -  exp- ' r¡  t -  'z '  
(exp-nn -u*O-nT) (1 -  exp- ' r¡

We first calculate .Rj and then we use this value for calculate the constant

r:r(n,p,ftJ) = (tT,-""i 
,!fgr, 

t)o 
(68)'  (r - exp '-"e,

The first order condition of the maximizatíon problem (??) is

A U  ( 1  -  e x p - ' " )  , .  ,  , 0 " ,  - r R
AR:  ,  

u ' l c ) lm ) -exp - ' ^u :0

Given that for R : R;, co will be equal lo c,, we have to prove that in
that point

0c, 0c,
a'aR

If this inequality holds, the single-peakness property of the utility function
implies that r?i > Ri. We calculate )col0R and 0c"f 0R, in order to compare
them:

k : -- r exp-'R 
(L - r(n,p, ft;)) * ,Pn 

exp-'-1(1 - exp-'R) .
0R (1 -exp- -7  (1 -exp- ' r ) ( l -exp- "n ;

pnexp-"n(l - exp-'E)("*p-"* - exp-"") pr exp-'R

(1 - exp-'r)(l - exp-'a¡z (1 - exp-rz¡

)cr 
: 

rexp-'R 
/1 _ .¡\ _ rn exp-"R(exp-'R - exp-'?) /Áo\

AR (1  -exp- r " ) \ ^  ' ' '  
( I -exp- r " ) (exp- r¿R-exp- '? " )  \ " " /
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-r rn exp-ne (1 - exp-"n) ("*p-'" - exp-'?) p(n,r, R|)r exp-'¿
(70)

(1 - exp-'r)(exp-'a -exp-""r)2 (1- exP-rr¡

Given that  for  R:4, r (n,p, ry) :  r  and p(n, r , f t ; )  :p ,  we just  have
to compare the second and the third addends. Now substituting (68) in (69)
and (7O),that is, the constant contribution r for its value, and comparing the
two derivatives, we obtain that

0c" 0c"
_--:_ > _ 4-+
AR'  AR

(""p-"o - exp-'?) ("*p-'" - exp-'")
(1 - exP-nn¡ (1 - exP-'n¡

This will be true for r ) n, since the dependency ratio is decreasing with
respect to the population growth rate, for R e [Tlz,f]

Q.E.D.

2.7.4. Proof 2.6

Let .R|, be the optimal retirement age with constant pension benefits,
and .R) be the optimal retirement age with constant contribution rate. We
have to prove that in an economy with wage heterogeneity and a Social
Security Systemwith intra-generational redistribution, a ) 0,if.r(n,p,ft;) :
r then Ri > Bi with u) < @. Let, cp be the consumption function with
constant pension benefits, and c, be the consumption function with constant
contribution rate:

C P :
(1 - exP-'r¡

((t - 
"*R-'*), 

+ ("*p-'" - exp-'")Pa (a - w))

w f -

(1 - exP-'r¡
((t - 

"*p-'"), 
+ (1 - exp-'n)ra(a -,.,))

We first calculate Ri and then we use this value for calculate the constant

r : r(n,p, Rb)= SxP-'aF 
- 

"*P*'") ',
(1 - exp-"eil 

' (71)
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The first order condition of the maximization problem (??) is

A U  ( 1 - e x p - ' " \ , , , , 0 c ,  - f , .

AR:  - " ' ( " ) (m)  
-  exp- ' ^u :0

Given that for R : Rb, cp will be equal lo cr, we have to prove that in
that point

0c, )cp

aR, aR
If this inequality holds, the single-peakness property of the utility function

implies that .R| > Rb. We calculate )cp l0R and 0c" f 0R, in order to compare
them:

+ - nexp-n. gu - pa(- - -))
AR 

'-  --- '  \ -

0c

6; . :  
nexP- 'R (w 4-  ra ( -  -  t ) )

Given that u.r < @, we obtain that

0c, _, )cp

AR-  AR

And therefore R| > Rb.
Q.E.D.
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Chapter 3. Is it better a more flexible
retirement scheme?

3.1. Introduction
Most of the OECD countries are trying to extend the working period

of the individuals in order to maintain the viability of the pension systems.
For that reason several measures is being implemented in the Social Security
schemes of these countries.

One of these measures is to raise the standard retirement age (e.g. in
United States, New Zealand, Japan or Italy). Since, commonl¡ the individ-
uals have to leave the labor force (e.g. Portugal or Spain. See Blondal and
Scarpetta [1998], Gruber and Wise, [1997] or Boldrin et al. [1997]), or at
Ieast to leave their current jobs, for being allowed to receive their pensions,
there exists strong incentives to stop working after this standard entitlement
age. Thus, the average retirement age of most of the OECD countries is very
close to this standard retirement age (when there exists a possibility to an
early access to the pension benefits with some adjustment in the value of the
retirement benefits, the average retirement age is usually found between this
age at which pensions can be accessed and the standard retirement age. See
Blondal and Scarpetta [1998] or Samwick [1998]).

Another measure that is being proposed to be implemented is a greater
flexibility in the Social Security's retirement rules (e.g. Germany, Italy and
Sweden). It is argued that this higher flexibility will delay the retirement
decision of the individua.ls and therefore, it will reduce the financial problem
of the Social Security.

Both measures are also joined to the objective of diminishing the implicit
tax of postponing retirement. This implicit tax is defined as the additional
contribution the agent has to pay minus the net increment in his pension
derived from delaying retirement. Mlhen the costs are higher than the gains,
the pension system is implicitly taxing to prolong the working period. This
implicit tax is closely related to the link between life-time contributions and
pension benefits. The stronger this link, the smaller the implicit tax on
postponing retirement.
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Therefore, the previous measures will have a better result as long as they
are accompanied by an stronger relation between life-time contributions and
retirement benefits.

In this paper we will analyze not only under which retirement rules, with
flexibility in the retirement decision or with mandatory retirement, the Social
Security system will have greater revenues but also which percentage of the
population prefers each retirement scheme. In doing so, we will study the
welfare level of every individual under each pension system.

We will consider two different settings. The pension formula will be
the same for the two scenarios. It will be composed by a earning-related
part and by a flat one, the same for all individuals. We will consider that
this earning-related part of the retirement benefits will be endogenously de-
termined, which it will affect to the retirement decisions since this intra-
generation redistribution level will determine the relation between life-time
contributions and retirement benefits.

In the first setting, the individual will have total flexibility on the retire-
ment decision. Those retiring early will receive a lower pension, while those
retiring later will have a greater pension. The pension benefits will be paid
out only afber leaving the labor force. This scheme wiII be called the 'total

flexibility' pension system.

In the second one, there will be a mandatory retirement age for all indi-
viduals elected through a majority voting process. The pension benefits will
be collected after this mandatory retirement age. We will denominate it the
'mandatory retirement' scheme.

This second scheme is similar to most of the models of political economy
related to Social Security. In these, the mandatory retirement age is usually
considered as an exogenously given parameter and people simply accept it.
The difference is that in our scheme the mandatory retirement age will be
elected through a voting process, while in the previous articles, the majority-
voting equilibrium was used to choose another parameter, normally the tax
Ievel (Breyer [1994] or Marquardt and Peters [1997]).

The mandatory retirement age has also been analyzed in other contexts.
So, E. Lazear (1979) offers an explanation of the use of mandatory retirement
in labor contracts, arguing that the date of mandatory retirement is chosen
to correspond to the date of voluntary retirement.
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With respect to the first scheme, there exists few papers dealing with
flexible retirement age and social choice. Two of them (Cassamatta et al.

[2001] and Cremer et al. [2002]) analyze, with different settings, the relation
between endogenous retirement age and the optimal payroll tax rate.

The organization of this chatpter is as follows: the next section presents
the theoretical model; the third one shows the optimal retirement decision
and the fourth one analyzes the intra-generational redistribution level of the
pension system, both under the two first schemes; in the fifth one we compare
the welfare level under these two scenarios. The sixth shows a numerical ex-
amples that illustrate the results. The chapter winds up with the concluding
remarks.

3.2. The model
In this model we have a constant population composed by agents that will

be located between a minimum and a maximum wage level, lr_,r*l.There
is no uncertainty on the length of life and each individual lives exactly 7
years. On the first ,R years the individual will be a full time worker whereas
on the following T - R ones the individuals will be retired.

These individuals have a stationary and temporally independent utility
function, which is separable and strictly increasing in consumption and de-
creasing in labor. Working yields disutility to the individual, so the only way
disutility coming from labor can be modified is by changing the retirement
age. This is also applied in most of the articles that analyze the theoret-
ical effects of Social Security System on the individual retirement decision
(Crawford and Lilien [1931], Burbidge and Robb [1980] or Sheshinsky [1928]).
The pension benefits are received only after they leave the labor force. The
instantaneous utility function is, then, as follows

U ("r,n,lr) : 
"t,o 

- a (lr)

where c¿,¿ is the consumption at period ú of agent i,. Let /¿ be the labor at
period ú, and

u (tr,*) :1lB
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the disutility of labor during the working yea6. The parameter p > 1 can
be interpreted as an intensity factor of this labor disutility. During the
retirement years u (1r.,) : 0.3n

Workers plan the consumption, savings and retirement in order to max-
imize the discounted value of their utility subject to their lifetime budget
constraint. We assume that individuals earn an annual wage, tu, until they
retire. Later, they receive an annual pension, p(r.u), from a Social Security
Program (r, a) where r is a constant Social Security contribution tax rate
and a a variable that measures the intra-generational redistribution level of
the system.

Let ó, r be the subjective rate of time preference and the market rate of
interest. Then the lifetime utilitv can be written as

being ,R the retirement age. We assume that saving earns no interest and
that individuals do not discount their future income, (6 : r: 0). There is
a perfect capital market, so people may borrow at zero interest rate. These
assumptions together with the separability and concavity of utility function
imply that each individual consumes the same in every period, c¿.¿ : c¿ fot
any ú.

Thus, the utility function of an individual over his life-cvcle can be re-
duced to

U:Tc-
'YR@+t¡

0+t

The budget constraint of the individual will be different depending on the
pension system.

3.3. Retirement decision
34with this utility function we disregard the income effects. That is, the changes in the

optimal retirement decision will be caused only by variations in the relative price between
consumption and leisure.

T R T
f  f  " .  f
I U ("r,o,tr) dt : I l"r,n - u (tr)]e-6tdt + | c¡,¿e-6tdt

. I J J
0 0 R
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In this section we study the optimal retirement decision under each scheme.

3.3.1. Total flexibility on retirement age

We consider a generational actuarially fair Social Security system. That
is, the present value of the total contributions of one generation will be equal
to the present value of total retirement benefits of this generation.3s Under
this pension scheme, the individual will be allowed to have total flexibility
in the retirement decision, but the pension benefits will be paid out only
after leaving the labor force. Therefore, the budget constraint of this 'total

flexibility' (ú/) Social Security system will be

!

, 
| re,@)wf (w)d,w: 

J ,, 
- ü¡(,))p(w)f (w)d,w

'ut_ 1 t _

max ?c -
Rt¡(ttt)

being Ei¡(.) the optimal retirement age of wage u's individual.

With this budget constraint, the retirement pension benefit, p(,ru), of each
individual is given by

,  \  Rtr(w) (1 -  a)rptr
P\u) : T: R Md'r'tu 

+ T _ R;@

where the first addend is the earning-related part of the retirement benefits
and the second one is the uniform part where

(72)

The proportion of earning-related pension is determined by o e [0,1] ,
with a : 0 meaning full redistribution, and a : 1, a totally earning-related
pension. Now, the individual's problem can be formally represented as

1R¿¡(w)(e+t)

u+
I

Ftr :  lR i ¡ ( tu)uf (w)dtu- J

p+L
3sGiven that we consider an steady-state situation and that r : rL :0, the pension

system could be a PAYG or a fully-funded one.
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subject to

Tc: Rtf(w), (1 - r) + (T - R¿¡(w))p(w)

The F.O.C. of this problem is

0u
AR

:  w (L- r) + aru - lRfr(tn) : g

Flom the F.O.C. we obtain RIr@), the optimal retirement age for the
individual with wage tr : 36

u,f /B (73)

From (73) we can deduce the implicit tax from postponing retirement. In
this case, this implicit tax will be composed by the additional contribution
the agent has to pay, minus the net increment in his pension proceeding
from deferring retirement. Since the pension increment will come from the
earning-related part only, the implicit tax will be positive unless there exists
no redistribution, (a : 1). In other words, the Social Security will not induce
early retirement only if the pension is totally earning-related, that is, with
no redistribution from high to low wage. In this case, the pension would be
actuarially fair for all individuals and the incidence of the retirement decision
on the pension that the individual would collect will be absolute.3T

So, a lower a will denote a lesser influence of the working years on the
pension benefits. That is, the more redistributive the pension is, the higher
the implicit tax will be and hence it will induce early retirement for all wages.
With respect to the intensity factor of the labor disutilit¡ a higher B not only
reduces the optimal reti¡ement age, but it will also diminish the effect of the
implicit tax on the retirement decision.

Notice that for any given value of d 1 L, that is, a redistributive sys-
tem, since Ri¡(w-)u- < Fr¡ and Ri¡(u:+)u+ ) Ftf , there will exist a wage

36We consider that *@ : 
g.

ó'In this case, with e.: L, the present discounted value of the net benefits from Social
Securitv would be zero.

n;rf.) : (
r/B-  a ) )r I  I

1

(1  -
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level tuo¡(a) such that Rir(w"¡(a))w"¡ (o) : &¡.For this wage uo¡(a),
the pension will be actuarially fair. But in spite of this, the pension will be
non-neutral, that is, it will distort the retirement decision of wage 'uo¡ (a)'s
agent. Besides, this wage will be higher than the mean oue,lro¡ (o) > -."

Therefore, there will be individuals with wage higher than the mean one
whose present discounted value of the net benefits from Social Security will
be enhanced if the pension system moves from an earning-related to a redis-
tributive one.

On the other hand, once we know the retirement decision of the individ-

uals, we can substitute (73) into (72) and denoting €(?r) :T ,% f (ta)d,w,
t -

we can rewrite (72) as:

;  - (v r r -  
\

{ ( t  ) .

3.3.2. Mandatory retirement age

Under this pension scheme, there will exist a mandatory retirement age
that fixes the length of the working period and the moment from which the
pension benefits are available. This scheme, a Social Security Program with-
out flexibiiity in pensionable age, can be observed in various industrialized
countries (Disney, [1996]).

This mandatory retirement age will be elected through a majority voting
process. For that reason, we first analyze the optimal mandatory retirement
age of each individual and afterwards, we will obtain the elected one.

The budget constraint of this 'mandatory retirement' Social Security sys-
tem (mr), will be

38The reason is that now the important issue is not the wage distribution but the income
one, meaning income the wage multiplied by the period an individual is working. Now the
Social Security redistributes from high income to low ones. It is easy to check that the
wage of the mean income tu"¡ (o) ,is higher than the mean wage.

)
-  a ) )g

.Y
(1
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,R,, I ruf (ta)dna: [(, - R^,)p(w)f (ru)d,w
J_ J-

being Rn the mandatory retirement age.3e

Under this scheme, the retirement benefit pension, p(w), of. each individ-
ual is given by

, \ R*, 
o * G: a):F*, 

U4)P \w ) :T_R* ro ,w+  T_R* ,

where, as in the previous case, a € [0,1] , with a : 0 meaning full redistri-
bution, and a : 1, actuarially fairness. Notice that now

F*r: R*r@ (75)

Then, the optimal R^, fot each individual is obtained by solving the
following problem

1R.,(w)P+,
#,%l 

tc-  - -  
B+t

subject to

Tc: Ro,(w)w(L -r)  + (T -  R*,(w))p(,r l l ) .

The F.O.C. and S.O.C. of this problem are

#.:rll 
(1 - r) + raw+ r(1 - a)o - 1Rfl,?u¡ : s

#: 
-1\ffir(t) < o. (76)

39As in the previous case, the net present value of the total contributions will be equal
to the net present value of the retirement benefits.
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From the F.O.C. we obtain Rh,(.),
age for the individual with wage ?l,r

the optimal mandatory retirement

w* r (7

It is easy to check that Ri,(u) is increasing with respect to the wage.
Accordingl¡ the median voter's wage will be the median wage. Thus, given
that we know from (76) that the utility function is strictly concave with
respect to the retirement age, the elected mandatory retirement age will be
the median wage's optimal one, R'rro: Rk (w,").

Assuming u,n 1 @ l we get that, unlike the previous case, a Social Security
system with a positive intra-generational redistribution level will delay the
retirement age of the workers by postponing the median wage's optimal one.

Notice that this scheme involves different incentives on the retirement
decision, since now postponing retirement means to delay the retirement age
of all the working population. For that reason) the implicit tax will no longer
be positive for all wages. Indeed, for wages lower than the mean one it will be
negative, which signifies that the pension system will induce late retirement
for these wages. These different incentives imply that, Ri,(w) > fi;r(tr.') for
any w € (u:-ru+).

The pension will again be actuarially fair for all individuals only if there
is no redistribution. But under this retirement rule, the wage such that the
pension system is actuarially fair for any redistribution level will be the mean
one) @. That is, unlike the previous case, for any wage higher than a, if
the system moves from a totally earning-related to a redistributive one the
present value of their net benefits from Social Security will be worsened.

3.4. Pension schemes and redistribution level
In this section we study the optimal a for each individual under the

two schemes, and which would be implemented if it were elected through a
majority voting process. This election affects to the retirement decision by
fixing the extent of the earning-related part of the pension benefits, which is
related to the implicit tax of postponing retirement.

3.4.L. Totat flexibilitv system

n;(,)  : ( (77)
1/B

)
) ( -  - . )a

.Y
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v(ni,(u:);ru):Ri¡(wl (,,fr -r(r-o)) - 
ry$ *f, -a)rF.

Therefore, we can determine the optimal redistribution
individual by solving the foliowing problem

m¿x  7  (a i , ( . ) ; r , o ) .

The first derivative of (78) with respect to a is:

av (Ri t ( tn) ;w):  ú(a) (*ry -€(.)  - r ( r -*)  ( -+ -  0+t - '  ' \ \
a"  

-  
\  ' \  'Ut twl))

(80)

w i i h  V (a ) :  r  ( ( r - " r r - ' ) l ) .
7 \  " t  /

We now determine (80) for the no redistribution case and the total redis-
tribution one.

av (Rítku);w) 
I : vb\ (wT _ Ét,r¡))

E a  |  
- . - - r \ *  \ \ - / )

I  a : l

YryAl.:, : vr"¡ (,'+' - €(,") -, (.*- fer.r))
(82)

Hence, from (81) we observe that there exists a wage ñ : (@)#, such
that for any wage - < (>)ú, (81) will be negative (positive). By Jensen's
inequality, it is easy to see thal o < ú.

Once the optimal retirement decision has been chosen, we can define the
indirect utility function of an individual with wage ,r.r,r as follows

(78)

level for each

(7e)

(81)
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On the other hand, from (82) we observe that there exists a tax rate

,- €(.)-(.-)T-
Te@t-(,-)F

such that

0V(Rtr@-) ;u- ,?)  |  _^
a" l,:o 

: ''

Need less tosay ,0<? .# .

Accordingly, for any tax rate r € [0,?] there will exist a wage level

/ t  _g t l r  ¡ a f ta : I:----f-e (,) )
\  r - r  /

such that for any u, < (>).t then (82) will be negative (positive). Notice
tha tT .u -<? t<ñ .

We summarize these results and distinguish the optimal redistribution
level in the following proposition:

Proposition 3.1. The optimal reüstribution leuel of the worlcers, a*(w), ,is

characterized by:

( i , )  a . (w ) :L fo ru2ñ .

(i , i ,)  I f  r e (?,1], a.(T.u) >0 for anA wage u <[tu-,w+).

1 i i , )  A  r  €  [0 ,? ) ,  a . (w ) :0  fo r  u  {ú  and

t l  t  
É * I

a . ( u ) -  1 -  - \ \ u ) - u  
u  

r , r ,  f o r r . l <  w  < ú .

" 
(  * t tu) - .?\
\  p  ' .  ,  

/

Proof: (i) From (80) it is showed that the indirect utility function (78) is
single-peaked with respect to o.
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From (81) and (82) we observe that the slope of (78) is positive for w ) ú.
Therefore, a*(w): 1 for ut 2 ñ.

(ii) From (82) it is showed that

for r € (?, 1]. Given that (82) is increasing with respect to the wage, if
r e (?,1] then o.(.) ) 0 for any wage w € lw-,w+l.

iii) If r € [0,4] , (81) and (82) are negative for any w € lw-,ñ). Therefore,
the slope of (78) is negative for w ) ñ. For ú < w < ñ, (78) is single-
peaked with respect to a and therefore, from (80) we obtain a.(w) - 1 -

a ! l

_€(ra)-nt p 
u=rr.  e.E.D.

"lE#e<-t--^o- )
From the first point of the proposition we state that the high-wage workers

will not want any redistribution to the low-wage ones. The reason is that
their pension benefits will be reduced not only by the redistribution itself, but
also because the lower the earning-related part of the pension, the stronger
the incentives to early retirement and therefore their pensions will be even
smaller.

The second point implies that if the tax rate is high enough (greater than
?), no workers will want total redistribution in order to avoid too high disin-
centives to work. This tax level ? is increasing with B since this parameter
reduces the negative effect of the implicit tax on the retirement decision.

The first part of the third point says that for tax rates lower than ?, only
the workers with the lowest wages will prefer total redistribution. However,
it should be stressed that depending on p, these workers might have a wage
closer to the mean one. The second part gives us the interior optimal size
of the earning-related pension part. There also exists a negative relation
between a and p, since a larger B will reduce the disincentives to work
generated by the uniform part of the pension. At last, we must notice that
this optimal earning-related part is increasing with the wage.

Once we know the optimal a for any worker, the next step is to obtain
the elected one. Flom (80) it can be deduced that (78) is single-peaked with

( - - ) ; r - , )

0a

av (R;r
>0
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respect to a, and therefore we can apply the median voter theorem in order
to obtain the elected redistribution degree, oft.

Proposition 3.2. The medi,an uoter wi,ll be the median utage's worker. That
'is, a"r, : a*(laro),

Proof: The optimal redistribution degree is given by

* ,  \  r  t@) -wT
u \ - ) : r - f f i

r  ( f€(u) -  ' "  )

(83)

It is easy to check that ff > 0. Consequentl¡ due to the single-
peakness of the indirect utility function (78), the median voter will be the
worker with the median wage and a" : d*(tu,n). Q.E.D.

So, the pension will be totally uniform if the median wage is lower than
Ti'. Notice that, # ( 0 and affil t 0.

A small tax rate implies nbt only that the pension system is not very re-
distributive, but also that the incentives for early retirement are also small.
For both reasons, the median voter will prefer a : 0. A higher wage dis-
persion will also mitigate the negative effects of the redistribution on the
complete pension.ao

On the other hand, for ú 1u* < 6 we get that

d l ¡ : r -

p+7

t@) -wT
/  B + t '  

'

'(+rr*) -'f )
As before, with a higher intensity factor of labor disutility, the individuals
will be able to choose a higher intra-generational redist"ribution. Besides, we

can see that a lower distance between tu- and (€(,¿u))ffi will imply a larger
proportion of the earning-related part of the pension. Note that we can also
find some wage distribution such that rb 1 w* < oo. In such a case, despite
of the median voter had a wage lower than the mean one, the redistribution

a0lt could be possible a wage distribution such that @ 1um ( ú. In this case, in spite
of the media¡r voter had a wage larger than the mean one, the pension would be totally
uniform. The reason is that the median wage would still be lower than the mea¡r income
one.
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level would not be maximal. The incentives for early retirement derived from
this total redistribution would again explain this result.

3.4.2. Mandatorv R€tirement scheme

The indirect utility function of an individual under this system is as
follows:

/  ^ , l R "  \ É \
V ( R " * , ; w ) : R " * ,  

t - ( t - ? ( 1  
- a ) )  -  t \ - " , n r ' /  l - + - / l  - a ) r R Í ^ , w .  ( 8 4 )

\  B+r )
Hence, the optimal redistribution level for each individual will be obtained

by solving the following problem

max V (R:* , ;w,a, r ) . (85)

To compare with the previous case, we again calculate the derivative of
(84) with respect to o for the no redistribution case.

0v (R_,;w)
l.:, 

: 11"¡ (,-1 w -ú) + 
)W 

- w,.)(w^- a)) (86)

with

T(a) :  (-*(L - r( I  -  a)) + (L - a)rw)# +
1 F

Notice that unlike the former case, under this system, v/e can find some
wage distributions where all the workers will prefer a strictly positive uni-
form pension part.ar This is due to the different incentives to work of each
retirement scheme. Under a mandatory one, in order to reduce the distance
between his optimal mandatory retirement age and the elected one, even the
highest wage workers will prefer some degree of redistribution, given that
this increase in the redistribution level will delay the median wage worker's
optimal mandatory retirement age.

4lThis would be true for any wage distribution such that a > *^1ffi¡9B16 ).

0a

r02
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Proposition 3.3. (ü If the median wage 'is lower than the rlean one,
u* 1ú, there wi,II be total red,i,stribution a' :0.

(iü If the med,ian wage ,is hi,gher than the n-Lean one, u,n ) ú, there wi,Il
be no redistributi,on de : L.

Proof: Rearranging terms, the first derivative of (84) with respect to a
may be written as:

0V (R'^ , ;w,a) : T(a) (p - rG - 
") '9)

(87)

with rp - w*(w - w,n) + b(. 
- w^)(w* -,r.u) and ,9 : (tu^ -a)(. -ú) +

1 /  \ /  - \

B\w-w* ) \w* -w ) .

(i) Let w^ 1 ,r¿. It is easy to check that for u^ 1 ú, ú ) 0 for any
w e lw-,tu-]. Hence, we have to prove that <p is negative for any wage lower
than the median wage. The first addend of <p is negative for any w < w^, and
the second is positive. The highest value of this second addend is reached
with B : 1. So, if we prove that the negative addend is bigger than the
positive one for 0 : t, then rp will be negative for any P > I.

If. P :1, we can obtain after some simplifications that g : u^(u-.*)*
w(w* - ur), which is obviously negative for any w 1 um. Hence, (87) will be
strictly negative for any u €lw-,tr.'-], therefore a* :0 for this individuals
and a": 0.

(ii) Let u* ) t¿. We rewrite (87) in the following way:

0V (R*, ;u ,a)

0a

: R:*,rg! 
r-9+ 

(1 - r(L - o)) (* - w;9!fu. (88)
0a

Given that

AR:^, (w* -ú) (

oarry\
) )+ ( t - a ) rau

7
. ^ (L  -  r (L  -

L - p-v-
) 0, (89)

it is easy to check that (88) will be strictly positive for any wage higher than
'tu-, then a* : 1 for any u € lw*,u+] and therefore d" : I. Q.E.D.
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With this mandatory retirement age, the Social Security system will be
either totally redistributive or no redistributive. That is, more than fifty
per cent of the population will prefer a corner solution. This is because
when w^ < @ j an increase in the redistribution degree improves the pension
benefits of low-wage people not only by this lower a but also because, unlike
the previous case, it leads to an increase in the elected mandatory retirement
age, what enhances the pension benefits even more. Vice versa whenwr, ) o.

Summing up, we can obtain some wage distributions such that under a
mandatory retirement age the pension would be totally uniform, but, due
to the different incentives to work derived from each retirement scheme, a
shift to a 'total flexibility' one would increase the earning-related part of the
pension benefits.

3.5. Total flexibilitv versus Mandatory retirement

In this section we compare the welfare of the individuals under a total
flexibility scheme with the welfare under a mandatory retirement one.

In this welfare analysis, one of the key points is the relation between the
retirement schemes and the size of the pension system, that is, the amount of
collected money. The reason is that the flat pension part of the individuals
will be a proportion of this size. So, the collected money, ,9p, under each
scheme will be:

''D+

^  f  ^ * ,  \  . ,  \ ,  / ( 1 - r ( L -a r r ) ) \ á ,Sp t f : r lR i r (w )w f (w )dw : r r '  '  " " '  
) g ( r r l )  ( 90 )'  

\  ' ' t  /  
- '

for the total flexibilitv scheme. and:

u+
-  - -  f  l t t t ^ | r ( 1  - 6 ¡ ) ( o - w n \ \ L / B
Sp,n = rR:^, I uf (w)du :, | 

** 
| o (91)

/ \ ^ t /

for the *r"oJrry retirement one.

From (90) we can observe that a higher wage dispersion will imply a
higher retirement dispersion which will lead to a bigger ,Sp¿¡. From (90) and
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(91) we can see that a lower tax level will have a positive effect on Spr¡ by
reducing the disincentives to work but it only will have negative effects on
Sp*, by reducing the mandatory retirement age too. Therefore, the higher
the wage dispersion is or the lower the tax level is, the more likely the pension
size will be increased by changing from a mandatory retirement scheme to a
total flexibility one.

On the other hand, a higher B will reduce the pension size of the two
schemes. However, the reduction of ,Sp¿¡ will be greater since it will be
derived not only from a lesser retirement ages, but also from a reduction
in the retirement dispersion, a lower {(u,'). For that reason, the higher the
intensity factor of labor disutility is, the more likely the pension size will be
reduced by changing from a mandatory retirement scheme to a total flexibility
one.

We will assume that the median wage is lower than the mean one, ?rrm <
a, which is the usual case in most of industrialized countries; the tax level will
be the same in the two schemes and the earning-related pension proportion,
a, will be endogenously determined. In this manner, we will obtain the two
following scenarios.

3.5.1. e,t Í  :  e*, :  o

If the earning-related pension proportion is zero under the two retirement
schemes, we get the following results:

Proposition 3.3. i,) If Sp¿¡ ) Sp*,, then V (0I¡(r),r) > V (R.*,,w) for
anA u e (tr.'-, tr.,+) .

i,i,) If Sp^, > Spt¡ and ?ir(to+) > R:,,,, ,it can be found two wage leuels,
'n1,u2e 

lr- , -*)  wi, th w2 ) , rm, such that V (Ri, ,w) > V (e;r1w¡,u) for
anA u € (w1,w2).

Proof 3.3: See Appendix.

Given that with mandatory retirement an individual cannot retire at his
optimal choice, the only way he will have a higher utility with this scheme
is by having a bigger flat pension part, which is not possible rf Sp¿¡ ) Sp^,.
Therefore, for any wage distribution such that e.f : dmr :0, if a shift from
a mandatory retirement scheme to a flexible one leads to an increase in the
size of the pension system, then all the individuals will enhance his utility
Ievel.
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But if the flat pension part were higher with mandatory retirement than
with total flexibility, it would compensate to the individuals with optimal
retirements under the total flexibility scheme closer to R*r. Given to the
different incentives to work generated under the two schemes, these individ-
uals will be located above the median wage.

Since ftfr(tu+) > Ri-,, there will exist a wage tD ) urmt such that Rif\i)) :
R!*,. For this individual, the distance among the flat pension parts of the
two pension systems will be the difference among his two welfare levels, that
rs V (Rk ,rit) - V (R;r(Ii)),ú) : Sp*, - SprÍ. However, as the optimal
retirement of the individuals in the flexible scheme moves away from Rft,,
the difference between their welfare levels under the two schemes will be lower
and lower.

But if the difference between the two flat pension parts is high enough, it
is possible that a majority of the population, composed principally by indi-
viduals with wages higher than the median one, would prefer the mandatory
scheme.a2 On the other hand, it is also possible that this group be defeated
by a coalition formed by the lowest wage people and the richest one. For
different reasons, one group wants to retire earlier and the other one would
prefer to work longer, both prefer the flexible scheme in spite of a lower
pension benefits. These two possible cases will be showed in the numerical
examples of the following section.

3.5.2.  ar r  2  em*:  o

If the wage distribution and the tax level are such that under the total
flexibility scheme the retirement benefits will have an earning-related pro-
portion, then (78) will be equal to:

v (ni,(w);.) : ü¡(,1 (, ft - o) -ry1$ü) . * (e2)

with
a2Although, obviously, it must contain some people with wages lower than the media¡r.
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0-

0+7

¿(w) - wT (e3)

/  "  . \  á
and p : 

IYJ 
' 

€@). Notice that (92) will no longer depend on the tax level
nor the redistribution degree. Once a certain tax level is reached, increases
in r will lead to augments in a in such a way, that the effects of one will
be compensated by the effects of the other. Hence, the individuals will not
change their retirement decisions and the pension size will remain constant.

The results obtained under this scenario are stated in the following propo-
sition:

Proposition 3.4 . ü If Spt¡ ) Sp,n , the majority of the populati,on wi,Il
prefer the total fl,exibility scheme for any wage di,stri,bution.
i,i') If Sp¿¡ 1 Sp,n* there wi,ll ertst, some wage d,i,stri,buti,ons such that, the
majority of the populati,on wi,ll prefer the mand,atory retirement scheme.

Proof 3.4: See Appendix.

When the size of the pension system is bigger with flexible retirement, the
majority of the population will again be better with this scheme. But, unlike
the previous case, since this scheme will imply an earning-related pension
part, it is possible that the individuals with low \Mages prefer the mandatory
retirement scheme because it involves total redistribution. But in anv case.
this group will never reach the 50% of the population.

On the other hand, if the size of the pension system is bigger with manda-
tory retirement, the final outcome will again depend on the wage distribution
and the level of intra-generational redistribution of the two systems. But
now, in the cases in which the majority of the population prefers the manda-
tory scheme, this majority, unlike the previous situation, will be composed
principally by individuals with wages lower than the median one, although
not always the lowest ones. Oniy if the difference between the redistribution
levels is high enough, this lowest wage people will also prefer the flexible
scheme. Most of the times, this majority will be composed by individuals
with wages around the median wage.

In summary, if a shift from a mandatory retirement scheme to a flexible
one increases the size of the pension system, the majority of the population

/  P + 1 \

(#er.,l --;{)
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will improve his welfare, even if such a shift is accompanied of a rise in the
earning-related pension proportion. Moreover, although the shift decreases
the size of the pension system, it is still possible that a majority of the
population, a coalition composed by the lowest wage people and the richest
one, will prefer it.a3

3.6. Numerical illustrations
The benchmark case will be an income distribution of Spain, as an approx-

imation of the wage distribution, estimated with the Dagum triparametric
model.aa The parameters obtained in this estimation were the following: in-
comes are distributed on l.-,.*7 with tr;- : 300 and u.'+ : 16000. The
median income is w,o:2469.L38, and the mean orre E :3067.79.

We will consider two possibie values of P, P : 4.5 and p: 10. As we
have seen before, a higher B will be associated with a lower dispersion in the
retirement decisions of the individuals.as

We obtain the utility level of every individual under each scheme. The
two first columns of the tables below give us the wages of the individuals
indifferent between the flexible scheme and the mandatory one (the lower
and the upper one respectively). The third one denotes the earning-related
pension proportion under the flexible scheme (recall that under the manda-
tory one the pension will be completely uniform for any tax rate since the
median wage is lower than the mean one). The fourth column indicates the
percentage of people preferring the mandatory retirement scheme. They will
be comprised between the previous two wages. We will perform these results
for various values of the tax rate.

We will also compare these results with another two Dagum distributions
skewed to the right. These distributions have been generated in order to get
the same mean wage but a higher median one. So, the values of these median
wages will be tt)m:2674.220 and tr- :2814.807 respectively.

43In some casesr even the group of the lowest wages will be sufficient to d.efeat the
'mandatory' option,

aaAnnual data in thousands of pesetas. Year 1996. Elaborated by Elena Bárcena and
J.A. Lacomba, based on results from EPID and ECPF.

asFor B : 4.5 the mandatory retirement age will be Rl,: 44, and the range of optimal
retirement ages under the flexibility scheme will be 4¡ e 12n.22,60.441. For B : 10, we
can obtain the same mandatory retirement age, Rt-r: 44, but now the range of retirement
ages under flexibility will be lower rB|¡ € [34.15,50.83] .
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utn:2469.L38; 0 : 4.5
ind. lo. w. ind. up. w. d.t f Mand. Ret. Perc.

r  :  0.25 U 0%
r : 0.30 0 OT
r :  0.35 3195.82 5103.68 0 20.44To
r  :0 .40 2904.80 6289.98 0 3r.33%
r : 0 .45 2656.r7 7629.81 0 40.4r%
r  :  0.50 2398.96 9237.58 0 49.717

l r tn:2674.220; 0 : 4.5
ind. lo. w. ind. up. w. at.f Mand. Ret. Perc.

r  :0 .25 2972.0L 4460.58 0 26.96Y
r : 0.30 2797.28 528L.64 0 38.277
r : 0.35 2633.57 62L2.86 0 47.97%
r : 0.40 2497.85 7308.65 0 57.88%
r  : 0 .45 1839.03 7690.58 0.02 70.7r%
r : 0,50 693.52 5032.46 0.r2 9T.\LT

'u)*:28L4.807; 0 :  4.5
ind. lo. w. ind. up. w. a t f Mand. Ret. Perc.

r  :0 .25 2756.0r 5004.7r 0 48.76%
r : 0.30 2626.55 579L.40 0 59.067
r : 0.35 2398.92 5614.32 0.04 73.58%
r  :0 .40 1599.84 4034.78 0 .16 87.75%
r  :0 .45 531.65 3524.74 0.26 78.30Y
¡ :  0.50 300 3351.13 0.33 73.39%

For B : 4.5, ((tu,B) has the following values for each distribution: €(u,4.5) :
L92L5.44 for the first Dagum distribution, €(w,4.5) : L8729.97 for the second
and {(tr,4.5) : 18509.90 for the third one.

For the benchmark case, the great difference between the median and
the mean wage implies that whatever the value of the tax rate, the pension
benefits will be totally uniform. Besides, although from r : 0.85 the size
of the pension system is bigger with mandatory retirement, this scheme will
always be defeated by the flexible one. It also has to be noticed that for
r : 0.5 the poorest people has to form a coalition with the richest one in
order to defeat to the mandatory scheme.

In the two following distributions, a higher median wage results in a
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bigger size of the mandatory retirement pension system for any value of the
tax rate. In spite of this, in the second distribution only from r : 0.4 a
majority composed by people around the median wage defeats the coalition
of the poorest and the richest people. However, in the third one, the median
wage is so close to the mean one, that only for r :0.25 the coalition formed
by the lowest and the highest wages are more than the half of the population.
This small distance between the median and the mean wage also involves that
from r : 0.35 the pension benefits of the flexible scheme will have a positive
earning-related part.

At last, we can observe that while in the two first distributions a higher
tax rate implies a greater percentage of people in favor of the mandatory
retirement, in the third one, this percentage is smaller and smaller from
r : 0.4. This is due to that in this distribution, the increases in the tax
rate cause a growth in the earning-related part under total flexibility, and
therefore there will be individuals with wages higher than the mean one that
prefer the flexible scheme despite of its smaller size. Indeed, this positive
earning-related part of the pension benefits under flexibility implies that for
r : 0.5 the poorest people is better with mandatory retirement.

In order to see the importance of p, we generate the same tables, but now
we augment the intensity factor of the labor disutility. So, for É : 10 we
obtain the following resuits:

u rn :2469 .138 ;  0  :  L0
ind. lo. w. ind. up. w. d t f Mand. Ret. Perc.

r  :0 .25 0 0%
r : 0.30 3540.62 403r.97 0 6.26%
r  :  0.35 3054.38 5278.05 0 24.16%
r  :0 .40 2802.69 6449.02 0 34.207
r  : 0 . 45 2570.80 7807.58 0 43.03%
r :  0.50 2324.26 9456.75 0 52.25%
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um:2674.220; 0 :10
ind. lo. w. ind. up. w. a t f Mand. Ret. Perc.

r  :0 .25 2915.65 4531.07 0 29.4sY
r  :  0.30 2753.32 5352.47 0 40.33%
r : 0.35 2595.36 6297.0L 0 5L.48%
r  :0 .40 2424.77 74L6.90 0 59.727
r  : 0 . 45 223r.63 8770.97 0 71.29Y
¡ : 0.50 2006.69 10438.52 0 82.90%

It)rn:28L4.807; 0 : L0
ind. Io. w. ind. up. w. o¿tf Mand. Ret. Perc.

r  :0 .25 2737.03 5042.r9 0 50.05%
r : 0,30 2609.37 584L.2r 0 60.25%
r :  0.35 2467.29 6783.32 0 70.72%
r :0 .40 2304.94 7909.86 0 8r.67%
r  : 0 . 45 2LL6.T4 9276.45 0 91.80%
¡  :  0.50 L634.47 8030.93 0.02 99.44%

For B - 10, €(*,0) has now the following values for each distribution:

{(tu, 10) : 6988.05 for the first distribution, {(tr,', 10) : 6915.75 for the second
and {(trl,10) : 6883.27 for the third one..

We can see how the negative effect of a higher B on the retirement dis-
persion causes that the percentage of people that prefers the mandatory
retirement in each distribution grows with respect to the previous tabies. It
also has to be noted the reduction of the earning-related pension parts in the
two last distributions because of this greater B decreases the incentives to
early retirement generated by the intra-generational redistribution.

We performed other simulations with different distribution functions, the
lognormal and the garnma one, but keeping the same mean and the same me-
dian wage than in the Dagum cases. The results are quite similar. The only
difference is that the Dagum distribution has the wages more concentrated
around the mean than the other two, and for that reason the percentages in
favor of the mandatory scheme in the Dagum cases were a little bit higher.

Finally, we have also compared our two retirement schemes with an econ-
omy without Social Security system for these wage distributions. The results
showed that the majority of the population always prefers an economy with
mandatory retirement to one with no pension system, even in those cases
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where the tables showed that the 'total flexibility' Social Security is pre-
ferred to the mandatory scheme for all the population. Only if the tax rate
were rather small, inferior to L0%, it would be possible to find wage distribu-
tions where a majority of the population were better with no Social Security
than with a mandatory retirement scheme. But in those cases, the Social
Security scheme with flexible retirement would be preferred to both.

3.7. Conclusions
In this paper we have analyzed the individual retirement decision under

two different Social Security retirement rules, a scheme with total flexibility
in the retirement age and another with a mandatory one, in order to compare
not only these different retirement decisions, but also the welfare under each
scheme.

We have seen that there are different incentives to retirement embodied
in each retirement scheme. So, the disincentives to work are decreasing with
the earning-related part of the pension benefits in the flexible scheme but
increasing in the mandatory one, for wages lower than the mean one. That is,
a more redistributive pension system would imply an earlier retirement ages
with flexible retirement, but with a mandatory retirement scheme, this higher
redistribution could increase the working period by delaying the mandatory
retirement age.

Moreover, the optimal individual retirement age in the flexible scheme
will be lower than the optimal mandatory one for any wage level due to
this different incentives. This result suggests that it is possible that people
that would like to work beyond the mandatory retirement age under the
mandatory scheme, if the pension system would let flexible retirement, they
would retire even earlier than the previous mandatory retirement age.

When this earning-related part of the pension is endogenously determined
through a voting process, we have seen that if the median wage is lower than
the mean one, the mandatory scheme will lead to a totally uniform pension
benefits. However, due to the different incentives of retirement, under a
flexible one, it will be possible a positive earning-related pension part. In
other words, a greater flexibility in the retirement rules might enforce the
link between life-time contributions and the pension benefits which would
reduce the implicit tax of postponing retirement.
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With respect to the welfare analysis, a key point is the size of the pension
system related to each retirement scheme. If a shift from a mandatory scheme
to a flexible one does not reduce this size, then a majority of the population
will have a greater welfare under the flexible scheme. Moreover, if the shift
does not provoke an increase in the earning-related pension part, then the
welfare will be bigger for the entire population. But if the earning-related
part is augmented with the shift, workers with low wages might have a higher
welfare with the mandatory scheme, because in spite of the size of the pension
system will be bigger with flocible retirement, their pension benefits will be
greater under the mandatory scheme due to the retirement benefits will be
totally uniform.

Although a more disperse wage distribution or a lower tax rate means that
it is more likely that the size of the pension system be greater with the flexible
scheme, not always a bigger flexibility on retirement rules will guarantee a
stronger Social Security system. But, even when the size of the pension
system is bigger with the mandatory scheme, the disutility proceeding from
the mandatory retirement could imply that a majority of the population, a
coalition formed by the workers with low wage and the highest wage workers,
had a higher welfare with flexible retirement.

In summar¡ if the retirement dispersion of an economy, derived from the
wage dispersion, is big enough, the majority of the population will be better
with a shift from a mandatory retirement scheme to a flexible one.

At last, this model also suggests an answer to the question of why is there
mandatory retirement. The reason couid be that for a majority of people,
principally the medium class, the mandatory retirement is not very harmful,
and moreover, it ensures a certain level of their pension benefits, which would
not be possible with total flexibility in the retirement rules.
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3.9. Appendix
3.9.1. Proof 3.3
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i) We can rewrite the indirect utility functions of an individual of wage
tu under each scheme of the following way:

V (?i¡(w),w) : Ri¡(w)
0+t

* rF. (e4)

/  ,  ?(n;, .)P\ .  ,v (R" ,* , ,w) :  Ri ,  { r ( r  - r ) - - - t ;  ,  ¡ - r r t l ' , , *a .  (95)
\  P+L  /

Since,Sp¿7 ) Sp,n , there exists a wage level tD such that RI¡(ú): R9*,.
Given that Sp¡¡ ) Sp,n implies that p ) R?n@, then V(R;/(ú),t¡) t

v (Ri l , ,ú) .
Now, we obtain the first derivative of (95) and the first and second of

(94) with respect to the wage and we get

"Y (Rir(¡')DB
( ' t t  -  r )  -

0V (R'^,,w) 
| :  o" (1 _ r\

A- l -=* :  
r lmr \ r  - ' t  

)

0v (R i , (w) , r )  |\  e r \  "  /  I  - R i t @ ) ( l  - t )
ow l.=*

02v (Ri,fu), r) | (L - r\T L-p
- - - - - - - - - - = - - ; - - | _ . - _ - - - . - i - U J P 2 v

orx' 
l-:* "Y?j P

(e7)

(e6)

(e8)

The strict convexity of (9a) w.r.t. the wage guarantees that V (A;r@), w) >
V (Rk ,r.u) for any ?, e (w-,w+)

ii) Given that Rir@*) > R'*,, there also exists a wage level ti,such that
Ri¡(ú) : Ri^,.Since ftj¡(z',") < Ri-,, (u ) w,n.

But now, due to F 1 RÍn a,V (RirQI),rb) .V (Ril , , t i ,) .  Given that the
slope of (94) will be bigger than the slope of (95) for u ) út and lower for
w 1ú, it may happens one of the following resuits:

L) V (Ril , ,u) > V (RI¡(.), tr) for any w € (.r,  tu2) wirh V (R*,,.r) :
V (Ai,(w),,ut),V (R'*,,-r):V (R;r(w2),,u2) and u)t, lr2 e [tr.r_,tr. ,+].
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2) V (Ril , ,w) > V (n\r(.), t .u) for any ?, € (.r,  tr2) with V (R', , ,rr) :
v (R;r(t" 'L),wt), V (Rk, u+) > V (Rir@2),w2) and wt € [w_,t i l  and w2 :
r.r. '* or with V (Rk,w) 2 V (A;r(u:r),t  r),  V (R'^,,-+) : V (n;r@2),w2)
and'u1 : tr.r- and wz € [ú,w+].

3) V (R'^,,w) > V (A;¡@),'u.r) for any ?r; € (.ur, tu2) with V (R9*,,.t) 2
v (n;r(wr),ut) ,V (R:*,,u+) > V (R;r(u2),,r.u2) and u)t : ,u- and,w2 :,ur.

Q.E.D.

3.9.2. Proof 3.4
i) Due to the strict convexity of the indirect utility function (92) with

respect to the wage, in order to prove that the majority will prefer the flexible
scheme í fSp t ¡ }SP^ , ,weon l yhave tocheck tha tV (a ; , (w* ) , u * )>
V (Rfu,,w^).

Spt¡ 2 Sp,o, means that

( I - d \á  .  .  / r u - * r ( r - c ) (o - r , * ) \ t /Bf  ̂  " )e( ' , )  ) l **" '  ' '  " " ' l  a.
\ "Y . /  \  ' Y  )

On the other side, we can rewrite the indirect utility functions of the
individual of median wage under each scheme of the following way:

v (ni,@);*^): Ri,@^)rc.t (+)uef., l  (ee)

with

Substituting 0 for its value (93) and after some simplifications, we obtain:

w*€(w)

* :  ( * , . (1  
-  p )  - Rb(',"

0+t

' v I ) ) '

)

@ +t¡ (+rw, -.tr)
Therefore
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v (n;,@);.,n) : (#)t r,,,,.
with

,-( r-* l* i  *€(.) -(, ,-)uF)'-(ry-+€(ú-#)
Summing the two addends of f we get

,  -  (  @*)# + @ +r){( , )  -  g@*)T- t , - l?)'-l 
/

and simplifying

,:ffi
So, finally

v (ai,(w);,*) : #(T) 
r rr.,

With respect to the mandatory case, we get

V (R:*,,tu*) : ^2, (t-*tI - r) *ro) 
W)

If we substitute fift, for its value, after some simplifications we obtain

v (R;*,'w'n): ffi(t&#)á {'-{r -r) +ra) '
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Since tr.'- I @ , we get that

v (ni,@);r^) : #or,,2 ^\n*, ) v (R'*,,r^) .
\^/ 

-f r/ \Á/ 
-r r,,

ii) We oniy have to prove that for some wage distributions, the majority of
the population will prefer the mandatory retirement scheme if Spx¡ 1 Sp,nr.
We will prove it for the extreme case z : ]. This tax level is the preferred
for any wage tu 1u^.

In this case, (95) will be equal to

n /  É+1\

V (Rk,,r) : #^ IY,- ) fo, uny w e (w-,w+) .(0+t¡ \  rá l
Now ,Sp-. > Spu implies that

-+ lr-o\b -,
;{ " \';/ €(u')

Therefore

^  /  B t l \

v (R.*,,w^) : #^ (+) t r+ pt¡ : v (n;,@);,^) .
(P+ r ;1 tU  /  ( , o+ r /

Given that

0v (n;,@:),u)
ow I  to '

l'lD='lDm

then I/ (Rh,,w) > V (RI¡(.*),w,.) for any w € (w-,,u'-] . Q.E.D.
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